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In its most recent decades, the Michigan Supreme Court 
has refl ected the deep cultural and political divisions 
that have marked American society since the 1960s. 

Americans experienced what has been called a “rights revo-
lution,” in which the judicial branch of government played a 
prominent role. The Michigan Supreme Court made impor-
tant decisions regarding the rights of unborn children, of 
plaintiffs in negligence suits, of employee job rights, of 
criminal defendants, of citizens who were suing or being 
dispossessed by the government, and the relative claims of 
natural and adoptive parents. In its most recent and cele-
brated opinion, the Court considered the question of 
whether there was a right to die under the U.S. or Michigan 
constitutions, and whether the state legislature could pun-

ish people for assisting in suicides. Some of these cases 
showed the degree to which states had lost their ability to 
make policy to the national government. The Michigan Su-
preme Court decision to recognize unborn children as per-
sons, for example, was quickly followed by a United States 
Supreme Court decision declaring the right to abortion un-
der the U.S. Constitution. Though the Michigan Supreme 
Court gave a strong opinion that the state could not be sued 
without its consent, the state could still be sued under fed-
eral civil rights laws. Also notable in these years was the 
question of the degree to which the Court made the law, or 
simply applied the law of the legislature and the Constitu-
tion. These cases raised issues that continue to cause con-
troversy today.
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O’Neill v Morse

O’Neill v Morse
Unborn Persons in Michigan
385 Mich 130 (1971)

The social ferment of 1960s liberalism intensified into a full-
blown cultural revolution. Protests originating in the civil 
rights movement escalated into Black Power and urban 

 riots. Opposition to the Vietnam War, and other student unrest, set 
American college campuses ablaze. American Indians and other 
ethnic minorities, the elderly and disabled, and prisoners and ho-
mosexuals all organized and protested. The most significant 
changes were in sex roles and the status of women. Among the 
most controversial issues of the 60s—and the one that most con-
cerned the courts—was that of abortion. Across the nation in the 
late 1960s there were dogged political contests over the liberaliza-
tion of abortion laws. The outcome varied, with some states 
amending and some retaining restrictive abortion statutes before 
the United States Supreme Court struck down all state abortion 
laws in the Roe v Wade decision of 1973. On the eve of Roe, Michi-
gan voters rejected a referendum to decriminalize abortion and, in 
O’Neill v Morse, the Michigan Supreme Court dramatically re-
versed its precedents and held that unborn children were “per-
sons” under the state’s wrongful death laws. As the opening para-
graph of the decision put it, the case was indistinguishable upon 
its facts from the case of Powers v Troy.1 At the same time that the 
United States Supreme Court in Roe swept away the state’s ample 
protection of the right to life in criminal law, Michigan’s unborn 
children went from having almost no recognition in the state’s 
civil law system to being recognized as persons.

The history of Michigan abortion law was fairly straightfor-
ward and typical. In 1848, the legislature declared that to kill an 
unborn child at any stage of gestation, unless necessary to save 
the life of the mother, was manslaughter.2 But few criminal pros-
ecutions concerned abortion: one scholar estimates that there 
were about 40 convictions between 1893 and 1932.3 The state’s 
private-law or civil status of unborn children was more unsettled 
and began as quite unsympathetic to the unborn. In 1937, a woman 
brought suit for injuries that she sustained on a streetcar, injuries 
she claimed caused her then unborn child to die three months af-
ter his birth.4 The Court held that no person could sue for injuries 
sustained in utero. But Michigan was an outlier among states; 
most jurisdictions did allow actions for prenatal torts. Between 
1960 and 1968, the Court began to revise its position, and fully 
abandoned it in 1971 in Womack v Buckhorn.5 The Court now 
held that “a child has a legal right to begin life with a sound mind 
and body.”6 It was a democratic majority that was more willing 
to follow developments in other states.7 Although the two major 

political parties developed sharply defined and opposing posi-
tions on abortion in the 1980s, with Democrats generally support-
ing abortion rights and Republicans opposing them, this was not 
the case in the 1960s–1970s.

Shortly before Womack altered Michigan Supreme Court juris-
prudence, while walking with a friend on a cold December day, 
Carol Pinet, eight months pregnant, was struck by a car as a result 
of an automobile accident that occurred at the intersection where 
she was standing. Mrs. Bernice May Morse, driving a Ford Falcon, 
skidded through a stop sign and struck a Nash Rambler driven by 
Gary Root. Root’s car was pushed off the road onto the sidewalk 
where Pinet and her friend stood, injuring both women. Pinet sus-
tained minor injuries, but the baby boy she carried was stillborn. 
James O’Neill, the administrator of her son’s estate, sued Mrs. 
Morse, the driver of the car that ran the stop sign and caused the 
accident. Acting under the assumption that an unborn child was 
not a person, the circuit court summarily dismissed the action.

The new Michigan Constitution had established a Court of Ap-
peals, to which O’Neill brought his case. The Court of Appeals re-
jected his appeal by a 2-1 vote. Judge S. Jerome Bronson dissented, 
noting that “the constantly evolving legal history of our Bill of 
Rights” should now include the unborn, just as Indians, aliens, con-
victed felons, corporations, and labor unions had come to be treated 
as “persons.”8 O’Neill appealed to the Michigan Supreme Court.

In a 6-1 decision, the Court overturned the Court of Appeals 
decision in O’Neill and held that O’Neill could sue for damages 
caused by the death of the unborn child, because the child was a 
“person” under the state’s wrongful-death statute. Justice Bren-
nan, in the majority opinion, noted that barely a month earlier the 
Court in Womack had overturned the precedents that denied 

©July 9, 1971, edition of the Saginaw News.
All rights reserved. Reprinted with permission.
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recovery for prenatal torts. Brennan observed that courts in other 
states had recognized prenatal personhood. “The phenomenon of 
birth is not the beginning of life,” Brennan wrote, “it is merely a 
change in the form of life.” The Court swept aside old ideas that 
regarded the unborn child as indistinguishable from its mother, 
because dependent on her. “A baby fully born and conceded by 
all to be ‘alive’ is no more able to survive unaided than the infant 
en ventre sa mere. In fact, the babe in arms is less self-sufficient—
more dependent—than his unborn counterpart.” In short, Bren-
nan concluded, “The phenomenon of birth is an arbitrary point 
from which to measure life.”9 The Court also pointed out that the 
legislature had recently amended its laws of inheritance to recog-
nize the interests of unborn children, instructing probate courts to 
appoint guardians for unborn persons. “If property interests of 
unborn persons are protected by the law,” Brennan asked, “how 
much more solicitous should the law be of the first, unalienable 
right of man—the right to life itself?”10

Justice Black entered a characteristically lively dissent. Funda-
mentally, he objected to what he saw as judicial activism by the 
majority, imputing its own desires into legislative intent, gratifying 
what he called their “insatiable demands for unconstitutional leg-
islation.”11 In rather opaque dudgeon, Black announced, “This 
writer, slated now to contribute an offering prior to scriven by or 
on behalf of a majority of the justices, proposes to lance our fever-
ish disagreement with aim toward ascertainment as now due of 
the specific issue of legislative intent and purpose.”12 Simply put, 
he argued that statutes regarding inheritance and property rights 
were inapplicable to unborn children. “An unborn or stillborn fe-
tus simply could not and cannot succeed in leaving a ‘widow,’ a 
‘wife,’ a ‘spouse,’ or ‘next of kin who suffered such pecuniary in-
jury.’ Nor could any legislator of 1848, or of 1939, or of 1965, rea-
sonably have conceived otherwise.” The majority “have concen-
trated too much on that one word ‘person,’ and too little on the 
purposeful rest of these unitary statutes.”13

Black’s perception was that there were profound problems in 
the majority decision. One commentator noted that in Womack 
and O’Neill, Michigan suddenly propelled itself from a laggard 
state to “the forefront of the movement for allowing prenatal injury 
recovery.” The cases amounted to “a grand-slam approach of 
changing almost thirty-five years of precedent in less than two 
months.” However, the state legislature seemed to ratify the deci-
sion when it very quickly expanded the range of damages that 
could be recovered in pre natal wrongful-death suits.14 The O’Neill 
decision explicitly held that birth was not a crucial factor in deter-
mining personhood; it implied that viability might be equally irrel-
evant, making conception the moment of personal identity.15 And 
it did appear that the majority was using right-to-life language (as-
sociated with the criminal law protecting the unborn against abor-
tion) in the civil law realm that was concerned, not with fetal life 
per se, but with the harm done to the unborn child’s relatives.16

O’Neill was decided at a critical point in the national abortion-
reform movement, and coincided with Michigan’s clear reaffirma-
tion of the right to life. The political movement to liberalize 
 Victorian-era laws, in which states used their police power to regu-
late public morals in favor of sexual or reproductive freedom, had 
been remarkably unsuccessful. Legislatures refused to amend their 
laws that restricted access to contraceptives, even by married cou-
ples, until the 1965 United States Supreme Court’s decision in Gris-
wold v Connecticut struck down such laws on the basis of a consti-
tutional “right to privacy.”17 The effort to liberalize abortion law 
was moving slowly and in contradictory ways before the United 
States Supreme Court again intervened. Most proposals provided 
for incremental reform, along the lines of the American Law Insti-
tute’s model abortion law, which would permit “therapeutic” abor-
tions in cases of rape or incest, severe fetal abnormality, or when 
pregnancy posed a grave threat to the physical or mental health of 
the mother. Thus, Mississippi amended its anti-abortion law to al-
low abortion in cases of rape in 1966. The next year, Colorado 

made the first significant revision, along the lines of the 
A.L.I. model, and North Carolina and California soon fol-
lowed. Five other states amended their laws in 1970, with 
New York and Hawaii allowing abortion “on demand” up to 
the point of viability or 24 weeks. The New York statute 
passed by one vote in the State Senate.18

However, these reforms provoked a right-to-life reaction, 
and after 1970, “the abortion reform effort seemed to evapo-
rate.”19 Twenty state legislatures rejected abortion reform bills 
in the first half of 1971, and six state supreme courts upheld 
their states’ abortion laws in 1971–1972. In New York, the leg-
islature voted to repeal the new law, but Governor Nelson 
Rockefeller vetoed the bill.20 In Michigan, abortion propo-
nents presented “Proposition B,” a petition to enact a New 
York-style abortion law, to the voters in November. Polls indi-
cated support for the proposal early on, and abortion reform 
leaders were guardedly optimistic about its chances. “The 
eyes of the world are on Michigan,” feminist leader Gloria 
Steinem said. “A defeat here will slow our  efforts else- 
where.” But abortion opponents mobilized and mounted an 

The 1963 constitution had added an intermediate Court of Appeals to reduce the 
workload of the Supreme Court and allow it to concentrate on only the most impor-
tant cases. The new constitution also reduced the size of the Supreme Court from 
eight to seven justices, which made tie votes less likely. Justice Theodore Souris had 
been elected to an eight-year term in 1960, but resigned in 1967 to establish the 
new seven-member body.1 The sharp partisan division among Court members that 
characterized the early 1960s was gone. Thomas E. Brennan was the only Republi-
can on the Court. The youngest man ever to serve as chief justice, he left the Court 
in 1973 to found the Thomas M. Cooley Law School, and wrote a novel (The Bench, 
published in 2000) based on his experience as a justice. Paul L. Adams, who had 
been defeated in the aftermath of the Court’s controversial 1962 reapportionment 
decision, returned to the bench in 1964. Thomas M. “the Mighty” Kavanagh served 
as chief justice, and was joined by his unrelated namesake Thomas G. “the Good” 
Kavanagh in 1969. The newest members of the Court were former governors John 
B. Swainson and G. Mennen Williams. The senior member was Eugene F. Black, 
who had been on the Court since 1956.

1. Cohn, A Footnote to a Footnote, 75 Mich B J 494 (1996).
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O’Neill v Morse

extensive campaign against Proposition B, and it lost by 61 percent 
to 39 percent, a margin of almost 800,000 votes, in “one of the most 
remarkable political reversals in Michigan’s history.” One of the ar-
chitects of the proposition’s defeat was Wayne County District Judge 
James L. Ryan, who later joined the Michigan Supreme Court and 
was appointed to the U.S. Court of Appeals. Observers concluded 
that most voters were not ready for a law as liberal as New York’s and 
might have ratified a more incremental and moderate one. But “Hav-
ing failed with the voters,” Michigan pro-abortion leaders “believed 
that the ‘emphasis will be placed in the courts.’”21

Michigan’s referendum turned out to be the last democratic ex-
pression on the abortion issue. Indeed, a Wayne County Circuit 
Court judge and the Michigan Court of Appeals declared Michi-
gan’s abortion law unconstitutional in the weeks before the refer-
endum, but the Michigan Supreme Court did not have time to con-
sider these decisions.22 While Michiganders were voting, United 
States Supreme Court Justice Harry Blackmun was drafting his 
opinion in Roe v Wade, which struck down every abortion law in 
the country—even New York’s law was too restrictive. Under Roe, 
states could not regulate abortion at all in the first trimester, and 
could regulate it only to preserve maternal health in the second. In 
the third trimester, up to the point of birth, “the State in promoting 
its interest in the potentiality of human life may, if it chooses, reg-
ulate, and even proscribe, abortion except where it is necessary, 
in appropriate medical judgment, for the preservation of the life or 
health of the mother.” Since “health” was understood to include 
psychological well-being, the decision amounted to abortion- 
on-demand up to the point of birth.23

The decision in Roe v Wade 
denied that unborn children were 
“persons” under the U.S. Consti-
tution. Blackmun claimed that 
there was no agreement as to 
when life begins; birth seemed to 
be the only point at which per-
sonhood began. When Michigan 
and many other states attempted 
to prohibit “partial-birth abor-
tion,” the Supreme Court held 
that this imposed an “undue bur-
den” on the constitutional right to 
abortion and struck such laws 
down.24 At the same time, Justice 
Brennan’s observation that birth 
was an arbitrary dividing line was 
used by proponents of neonatal 
euthanasia or infanticide.25

Roe was altogether at odds 
with the capacious expression of 
unborn life that the Michigan Su-
preme Court stated in O’Neill, and 

caused great distress to the pro-life justices, who nevertheless 
abided by the U.S. decision.26 Yet despite Roe, there was little change 
in prenatal wrongful-death jurisprudence. In 1975, the Michigan 
Court of Appeals held that suits could only be brought for injuries 
sustained by viable fetuses. Here it noted the anomaly of extensive 
regard for unborn children in civil law after Roe ended their crimi-
nal-law protection. “If the mother can intentionally terminate the 
pregnancy at three months, without regard to the rights of the fetus, 
it becomes increasingly difficult to justify holding a third person li-
able to the fetus for unknowingly and unintentionally, but negli-
gently, causing the pregnancy to end at that same stage.”27 Yet in 
1996, the Court held that prematurely born, non-viable twins were 
included under the law. The following year, the legislature amended 
the wrongful death statute in a way that seemed to confirm that pre-
viable fetuses were included, but the law remained ambiguous.28

Similarly contradictory was the case of Jaclyn Kurr, who was 
convicted of voluntary manslaughter after she killed the father of 
her unborn quadruplets when he repeatedly punched her in the 
stomach while she was 17 weeks pregnant. Michigan law (ever 
since Pond) allowed defendants to use lethal force to defend 
themselves and others against violent attacks. A Kalamazoo cir-
cuit judge held that pre-viable children were not “persons” who 
could be protected against attack. The Court of Appeals reversed, 
based on Michigan’s 1998 Fetal Protection Act, which provided 
criminal penalties for assaults on pregnant women. The Court 
of Appeals also noted the amended wrongful-death act’s “civil 
protections for fetuses and embryos.” Thus, the criminal law’s 

©December 27, 1967, edition of the 
Saginaw News.
All rights reserved. Reprinted with permission.
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protection of unborn children depended on a woman’s choice to 
continue the pregnancy. Kurr could have chosen to abort the 
quad ru plets in the aftermath of the assault, and no abortion op-
ponent could raise the “defense of others” that she had used in her 
manslaughter case as a justification for trying to stop her. The 
Court of Appeals declared that it would not take up the question 
of the status of “embryos existing outside a woman’s body,” a fur-
ther complication presented by modern science. The Michigan Su-
preme Court declined (on the 30th anniversary of the Roe deci-
sion) to review the decision, despite one justice’s plea that “it is 
incumbent on us…to provide guidance for the bench and bar on 
this important question.”29 Indeed, the Court of Appeals seemed 
to be pleading for such clarification when it stated, “We empha-
size that our decision today is a narrow one. We are obviously 
aware of the raging debate occurring in this country regarding the 
point at which a fetus becomes a person entitled to all the protec-
tions of the state and federal constitutions.”30

The status of the unborn presented another complication in 
the emergence of “wrongful birth” suits. Parents of handicapped 
children sued physicians and hospitals for failing to diagnose pre-
natal defects, knowledge of which would have permitted the par-
ents to abort the child. The New Jersey Supreme Court rejected 
the first wrongful birth suit in 1966. That Court noted, “Examples 
of famous persons who have had great achievement despite phys-
ical defects come readily to mind…. The sanctity of the single hu-
man life is the decisive factor in this suit in tort,” it continued. “Eu-
genic considerations are not controlling. We are not talking here 
about the breeding of prize cattle.” After Roe, however, many 
states permitted wrongful-life actions. Michigan was one of the 
few states to bar them.31

No question better illustrated the nationalization of American 
social policy, and the primacy of judicial social policy-making, than 
abortion and other life or sexual freedom issues that came to the 
fore in the 1960s. The United States Supreme Court gave voice to the 
radical individualism of the cultural revolution when it reaffirmed 
Roe in a 1992 case, although it now held that the constitutional right 
to abortion derived not from a right to “privacy,” but from the Four-
teenth Amendment’s guarantee of liberty. And the United States Su-
preme Court defined liberty in an open-ended way: “At the heart of 
liberty is the right to define one’s own concept of existence, of the 
universe, and of the mystery of human life.”32 The Court extended 
this principle to the liberty of homosexual sodomy in 2003. Dis-
senting bitterly from these decisions, Justice Antonin Scalia re-
marked that the Court had “taken sides in the culture war.”33 These 
issues made every United States Supreme Court appointment, and 
eventually appointments to lower federal courts and elections to 
state courts, the subject of fierce political struggles.
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Placek v Sterling Heights
Civil Wrongs and the Rights Revolution
405 Mich 638 (1979)

The Michigan Supreme Court led the state into a nationwide 
movement to liberalize tort law. In the twentieth century, 
and particularly after World War II, states and the federal 

government altered the common law to make it easier for plain-
tiffs to bring and win injury suits against manufacturers, physi-
cians, insurance companies, and public utilities. Though these 
changes in private law were incremental and less visible than 
changes in constitutional or criminal law, they had enormous 
public consequences. Michigan took a major step down this road 
in 1979 when it adopted a more plaintiff-friendly standard of “com-
parative negligence” in place of the older “contributory negli-
gence” standard. By the end of the century, many argued that the 
system had become abused, and tort reform became a significant 
political and legal issue.

The law of torts developed alongside the law of contracts in 
the nineteenth-century civil law. The word “tort” simply means 
“wrong”—but a wrong remedied by an individual lawsuit rather 
than a criminal prosecution. Many torts—intentional ones like as-
sault and battery—doubled as crimes, and there never was a per-
fect distinction between them. Judges and legal scholars also tried 
to distinguish between tort and contracts. Michigan Supreme 
Court Justice Thomas McIntyre Cooley indicated this in the subti-
tle to his 1878 treatise on the law of torts, “the wrongs which arise 
independent of contract.”1 The general trend of the nineteenth 
century was to maximize contract and minimize tort; the principal 
feature of the twentieth century was the growth of tort and the de-
cline of contract.2

Within the realm of torts, judges developed the central princi-
ple of “negligence.” For a tort suit to succeed, the plaintiff had to 
show that he was injured by another person, either intentionally 
or through the carelessness of the defendant. Activities that were 
inherently dangerous bound actors to a standard of “strict liabil-
ity”; they had to pay damages even if not negligent. But the vast 
majority of tort suits alleged negligence. Some negligent parties 
were exempted from liability—such as charitable and govern-
mental institutions and members of the victim’s family. Defen-
dants possessed several defenses in negligence suits—what plain-
tiffs’ lawyers referred to as the “unholy trinity” of contributory 
negligence, assumption of risk, and the fellow-servant rule. These 
defenses grew out of contract law and showed that fault, while the 
central principle in tort law was not the only one.3 Illustrative of 
these rules was Smith v Smith, in which the Supreme Judicial 
Court of Massachusetts said:

It would seem, at first, 
that he who does an un-
lawful act, such as en-
cumbering the highway, 
would be answerable for 
any direct damages which 
happen to anyone who is 
thereby injured, whether 
the party suffering was 
careful or not in his man-
ner of driving or in guid-
ing his vehicle, for it could 
not be rendered certain 
whether, if the road were 
left free and unencum-
bered, even a careless 
traveler or team driver 
would meet with any in-
jury. But on deliberation 
we have come to the con-
clusion that this action 
cannot be maintained, 
unless the plaintiff can 
show that he used ordi-
nary care; for without 
that, it is by no means 
certain that he himself 
was not the cause of his 
own injury. The party 
who obstructs a highway 
is amenable to the public 
in indictment, whether any person be injured or not, but not to an 
individual, unless it be shown that he suffered in his person or 
property by means of obstruction; and where he has been careless 
it cannot be known whether the injury is wholly imputable to the 
obstruction, or to the negligence of the party complaining.4

Contributory negligence meant that the plaintiff could not re-
cover damages if the defendant showed that the plaintiff’s own 
negligence contributed to the injury. As Cooley put it, “When it ap-
pears that but for his own fault the injury would not have oc-
curred, it also appears that the duty to protect him did not rest 
upon others; for no one is under an obligation to protect another 

Headline from the February 9, 1979, issue 
of the Detroit News. Reprinted with permission.
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against the consequences of his own misconduct or neglect.” He 
continued, “No man shall base a right of recovery upon his own 
fault. Between two wrong-doers, the law will leave the conse-
quences where they have chanced to fall.”5 This principle illus-
trated the dual nature of tort law. It tried to compensate injured 
victims—to restore them to their condition before the injury. But 
it also sought to deter bad and irresponsible behavior, and thus 
those who were themselves negligent ought not be rewarded. 
Very much like the simultaneously developing law of contract, 
tort law tried to recognize the independence and self- responsibility 
of the individual. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. reiterated this prin-
ciple in his 1881 classic, The Common Law. “The general principle 
of our law is that loss from accident must lie where it falls.”6

Critics denounced the contributory principle as inhumane and 
unfair to injured plaintiffs. “The attack upon contributory negli-
gence has been founded upon the obvious injustice of a rule 
which visits the entire loss caused by the fault of two parties on 
one of them alone, and that one the injured plaintiff, least able to 
bear it, and quite possibly much less at fault than the defendant 
who goes scot free,” wrote William Prosser, the twentieth-century 
dean of modern tort law. “No one ever has succeeded in justifying 
that as a policy, and no one ever will.”7 It seemed to be especially 
unjust to employees who were injured on the job. Injured work-
men faced the hurdles of “assumption of risk”—the idea that the 
worker understands the ordinary hazards of a job and calculates 
the dangers into the employment contract (higher wages for more 
dangerous jobs).8 They also could not recover for injuries that 
were due to the negligence of their “fellow servants.” A railroad, 
for example, paid for the injuries to passengers that resulted from 
the negligence of railroad employees, but they were not respon-
sible for injuries that employees inflicted upon one another. Such 
a principle “strikes the twentieth-century observer as the arche-
typical doctrine of an age entranced with the idea that each man 
was equally capable of protecting himself against injury,” one his-
torian observes. “In its most extreme applications the doctrine 
seems almost a parody of itself.”9 As a result, judges did not apply 
the principle in a doctrinaire way, but fashioned numerous excep-
tions to mitigate it.10

Many historians concluded that the whole nineteenth-century 
common-law legal system worked to shift the burden of industrial-
ization from entrepreneurs and capitalists onto workers, farmers, 
and consumers. The law of torts and contracts permitted the sharp 
and the shrewd, the wealthy and the powerful, to profit without 
worrying about the injuries that their railroads and mills caused to 
the public. It allowed businesses to “externalize” the costs of acci-
dent and injury onto society through a legal system that permitted 
“civil wrongs.” In effect, the law provided a “subsidy” for in dustrial 
developers. Virginia law professor Charles O. Gregory inferred that 
Chief Justice Lemuel Shaw adopted the assumption-of-risk princi-
ple in 1850 out of “a desire to make risk-creating enterprise less 
hazardous to investors and entrepreneurs than it had been previ-
ously at common law…. Judicial subsidies of this sort to youthful 
enterprise removed pressure from the pocket-books of investors 
and gave incipient industry a chance to experiment on low-cost 

operations without the risk of losing its reserve in actions by in-
jured employees. Such a policy no doubt seems ruthless; but in a 
small way it probably helped to establish industry, which in turn 
was essential to the good society as Shaw envisaged it.”11 Gregory 
noted that this explanation was “pure speculation”; later historians 
developed the “subsidy” thesis in more detail, arguing that courts—
and federal courts especially—were biased in favor of big business 
interests and against the people.12 But other scholars have con-
cluded that “the nineteenth century negligence system was applied 
with impressive sternness to major industries and that tort law ex-
hibited a keen concern for victim welfare.”13 Another concludes 
that, however rigorous and harsh the rationalistic legal rules might 
have been, individual judges tempered them with a “jurisprudence 
of the heart” in particular cases.14 Scholars in the “law-and-eco-
nomics movement” have defended the negligence-based tort sys-
tem as both just and efficient.15

It is clear that judges fashioned exceptions to the contributory 
negligence doctrine all along. Juries often decided not just facts, but 
whether the facts showed negligence, and they tended to favor in-
jured plaintiffs over corporate defendants. Contributory negligence 
did not prevent recovery in cases of intentional torts in which de-
fendants were willful, wanton, or reckless or violated a statute. 
Judges also devised the “last clear chance” doctrine: if the plaintiff 
could show that the defendant had a clear opportunity to escape 
the consequences of the plaintiff’s negligence and did not take it, 
the defendant would be liable. This qualification to contributory 
negligence arose in an English case in which plaintiff Davies left his 
ass fettered in the highway and the defendant drove into it.16 Ameri-
cans rapidly embraced the “jackass doctrine.” As one commentator 
noted, “The groans, ineffably and mournfully sad, of  Davies’ dying 
donkey, have resounded around the earth. The last lingering gaze 
from the soft, mild eyes of this docile animal…has appealed to and 
touched the hearts of men. There has girdled the globe a band of 
sympathy for Davies’ immortal critter.”17 Commentators disparately 
described last clear chance as “an arbitrary modification of a harsh 
rule” or “an exception based on sound policy and judgment.”18

However harsh and biased nineteenth-century tort law may 
have been, it was turned in a pro-plaintiff direction in the twenti-
eth century. The federal government led the way, in regulating the 
interstate railroad system. It imposed safety standards on the rail-
roads, and made the railroads liable for the injury or death of em-
ployees, abrogating the contributory-negligence and fellow- 
servant doctrines, in the federal Employers Liability Act of 1906. 
The law established what was known as “comparative negli-
gence,” in which the court calculated how much of the plaintiff’s 
injuries were due to his own negligence, and deducted that from 
the amount of the award. Many states enacted workmen’s com-
pensation acts, and work-related injuries were gradually eased out 
of the tort system.19 States then applied comparative negligence to 
other suits; Mississippi in 1910 was the first to do so.20

At the same time, plaintiff attorneys began to employ new, 
more aggressive tactics in personal-injury cases. Traditionally, the 
American legal profession discouraged litigation. Attorney self- 
restraint was a matter of professional ethics, and often limited by 
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law. Lawyers were not allowed to advertise, for example, and could 
be disbarred or prosecuted for practices like “champerty” and “bar-
ratry,” or the stirring up of disputes and litigation. By the turn of the 
century, a new breed of lawyers began to challenge these stan-
dards. They were often immigrants in the new industrial cities, edu-
cated in night law schools. They worked on contingency fees, tak-
ing a percentage of a successful plaintiff’s award, and getting 
nothing if the suit failed. The older legal establishment derided 
them as “ambulance-chasers” and a threat to professional stan-
dards. The elite bar also vented its prejudice against the social and 
ethnic (often Jewish) origins of the new plaintiff bar.21 For their part, 
the plaintiff attorneys were not just making a living for themselves, 
but providing legal services to a clearly underserved community.

A reorientation among legal academics also helped to shift the 
nature of tort law. Nineteenth-century civil law strove to keep lia-
bility connected to negligence or fault, and to minimize litigation. 
As one critic put it, “ideally, nobody should be liable to anyone for 
anything.”22 Law professors increasingly looked upon the litiga-
tion system as a source of redistributing risk and resources to re-
dress the socioeconomic inequality that the industrial revolution 
had produced. “Quickly after the turn of the century the idea grew 
that industrial injuries should be considered an unavoidable part 
of the productive process and that compensation should be 
awarded automatically as a normal cost of doing business,” one 
historian notes.23 Manufacturers and employers were wealthy 
enough to absorb the costs, through liability insurance, safety 
measures, or by charging higher prices for their products. If con-
tract could be absorbed into tort law, and the role of fault or negli-
gence could be reduced or eliminated, then litigation could act as 
a kind of social insurance system.

A group of reform-minded scholars, often among the group 
loosely referred to as “legal realists,” undertook this transforma-
tion, constructing what has been called the theory of “enterprise 
liability.” The two most important theorists were Fleming James 
and Friedrich Kessler. James’ scholarship focused on the goal of le-
gal reform to make it easier for plaintiffs to win their suits. He ar-
gued, for example, that the injured are inherently at risk for acci-
dents, and not responsible for their injuries. Thus tort law could not 
effectively fulfill its function of deterring irresponsible behavior. 
Without any role for fostering personal responsibility, tort law 
could concentrate on its compensatory function. Kessler was more 
radical, arguing that the burdens of litigation should be shifted 
from individual plaintiff to corporate defendant because corpora-
tions had monopoly power. Not only did nineteenth-century tort 
law oppress injured individuals, it threatened to bring fascism to 
America, as it had in his native Germany. Nineteenth-century prin-
ciples of liberty of contract and individual fault had been instru-
ments of liberation in their day, but now they served to maintain 
giant concentrations of capital. For these theorists, as nineteenth-
century negligence doctrine “externalized,” imposing the social 
costs of industrialization on the individual, so twentieth-century 
law should “internalize,” and impose the cost of the harm done by 
individuals on society at large. William Prosser enlisted the ideas 
of James and Kessler in his campaign to reform tort law.24

A more general and important point that the realists made was 
that the law was an instrument of social policy, and that judges did 
not merely “discover” principles of law, or interpret statutes or the 
constitution in a neutral way, but, at least to some degree, made it. 
Law and judging were inescapably political; lawyers and judges 
should embrace their role as policymakers and “social engineers.” 
Many judges began to move in the direction of expressly taking 
consideration of public policy into account, and gradually altered 
the principles of old contract and tort law. One limitation on prod-
uct-liability litigation, for example, was the principle of “privity of 
contract.” Manufacturers were only liable for product defects to 
those with whom they had a contractual relation. In 1916, New 
York Court of Appeals Justice Benjamin Cardozo, among the most 
prominent of the realist judges, allowed a suit by an automobile 
driver against the Buick Motor Company, rather than against the 
dealer who sold the car.25 Justice Roger Traynor of the California 
Supreme Court took a similar approach, using the arguments of the 
realist academics to extend the principle of strict liability in tort 
suits.26 Holding that manufacturers were liable not just to their con-
tractual partners, but to the public generally, was typical of the de-
cline of contract and the rise of tort, as American social thought 
moved from nineteenth-century individ ualism to twentieth- 
century collectivism.27

The Michigan Supreme Court was not as active as these courts, 
but did curtail the doctrines of negligence and privity in the 1940s–
1950s.28 Indeed, after the New Deal and Democratic Party ascen-
dancy had placed many liberal reformers on the federal and state 
courts, many observers claimed that the courts were biased in fa-
vor of plaintiffs and against business.29 Political scientists wrote 
that Democratic members of the Michigan Supreme Court were 
statistically biased toward plaintiffs in workmen’s compensation 
cases, for example.30 Michigan abandoned the privity requirement 
after many other states, in 1958, when a Democratic majority sat 
on the Court.31 After that, the Michigan Supreme Court eagerly 
adopted liberal liability standards. The Democratic majority on 
the Court showed a “penchant…for ‘rough justice’ over ‘ancient 
rules,’” a scholar noted.32 Liberal activism fed upon the frisson of 
liberal reform in the 1960s–1970s, especially the consumer and 
environmental movements marked by Ralph Nader’s 1965 book, 
Unsafe at Any Speed, which exposed the hazards produced by the 
auto industry.33

Plaintiffs frequently asked Michigan courts to abandon the 
contributory negligence standard and adopt comparative negli-
gence. Thirteen states did so by statute between 1971 and 1973. In 
some of these states, the comparative standard was a compro-
mise, which staved off calls for a complete no-fault system like 
that in automobile accidents. The Florida and California supreme 
courts ended contributory negligence in the next two years.34

In 1970, Patricia and Joseph Placek were driving through an in-
tersection in Sterling Heights, to the left of a car making a right turn 
in front of them. Police officer Richard Ernst was driving through 
the intersection, on an emergency run, with siren and lights on. 
The Placeks said that they did not hear or see the police car before 
it collided into them; the police admitted that only cars directly in 
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front of them would have. Patricia Placek became wracked by pain 
that required heavy medication, and her condition introduced 
great strain in her marriage. When Joseph Placek threatened to di-
vorce her and take custody of their children, Patricia shot them. 
She was charged with murder but found not guilty by reason of in-
sanity.35 The Placeks then sued the City of Sterling Heights. A first 
trial in 1972 found for the City, but the Placeks appealed to the 
Court of Appeals, which overturned the decision and ordered a 
new trial, because the trial judge had allowed the jury to consider 
that the Placeks had not been wearing seat belts.36 A new trial also 
denied recovery to the Placeks on contributory negligence grounds; 
the Court of Appeals sustained this judgment without opinion. The 
Placeks appealed to the Michigan Supreme Court, which heard the 
case in 1978, over eight years after the accident.

The Supreme Court of the late 1970s was recovering from 
some internal agony. Dissatisfaction with Thomas “the Mighty” 
Kava nagh’s leadership led the associate justices to oust him and 
install Thomas “the Good” Kavanagh as chief justice in 1974. 
Thomas the Mighty then died suddenly of cancer. Shortly after 
that, Justice John B. Swainson was indicted in federal court on 
bribery charges related to an effort to overturn the conviction of 
John J. Whalen, an organized crime figure. Swainson was a rising 
star in Michigan politics, a popular former governor and World 
War II veteran who had lost both legs below the knees in France. 
Three Supreme Court justices testified that Swainson had not 
tried to influence their decisions in the Whalen case. Swainson 
was acquitted of the more serious charges, but convicted of per-
jury, and resigned from the Court in 1975; he served 60 days in a 
halfway house in Detroit.37

But the Court began a period of recovery and stability in 1977. 
The members of the Court remained the same for six years—after 
the 1946–1952 period, a twentieth-century record for continuity. 
In partisan terms, the Court was evenly divided. Democrats T. G. 
Kava nagh and “Soapy” Williams had been joined by Blair Moody, 
Jr., in 1977. The senior Republican and chief justice was Mary S. 
Coleman, the first woman to serve on the Michigan Supreme 
Court, beginning service in 1973. John W. Fitzgerald and James L. 
Ryan joined the Court in the next two years. The swing vote was 
held by Justice Charles Levin. Scion of a family of prominent Mich-
igan Democratic politicians, Levin ran as an Independent. He 
formed his own political party in 1972, nominated himself for an 
open seat on the Supreme Court, and was elected.38 Justices Wil-
liams, Kavanagh, and Levin had already voted to replace contribu-
tory negligence and adopt comparative negligence in a 1977 case, 
but the three Republicans opposed them and left the Court tied.39

Justice Williams wrote the opinion that granted the Placeks a 
third trial based on the comparative negligence standard. “There 
is little dispute among legal commentators that the doctrine of 
contributory negligence has caused substantial injustice,” he 
wrote. He noted that most other state courts and legislatures had 
done away with it, so that “the question before remaining courts 
and legislatures is not whether but when, how and in what form to 
follow this lead.”40 Quoting a leading negligence reformer, Wil-
liams noted that “pure” comparative negligence did not allow a 

plaintiff to benefit from his own fault, since the damages awarded 
were reduced in proportion to his share of responsibility for the 
injury. “That is justice,” he noted.41

But even if comparative negligence was a superior principle, 
was it appropriate for the Court, rather than the legislature, to 
adopt it? Former Governor Williams addressed this question of ju-
dicial lawmaking forthrightly. “There is no question that both this 
Court and the legislature have the constitutional power to change 
the common law.” He noted that, “although the courts have not 
been the primary agencies for adoption of comparative negli-
gence, they are certainly in as good, if not better, a position to 
evaluate the need for change, and to fashion that change.” Such a 
policy “is consistent with this Court’s responsibility to the juris-
prudence of this state.”42 Chief Justice Coleman’s concurring opin-
ion was even more explicit in its expression of legal realism. She 
recognized that the Court’s decision “may be seen by some as 
usurping the legislative prerogative.” “Historically, traditional no-
tions of the role of appellate courts were that they merely discover 
and then declare the meaning of the common law. The reality that 
this body of law, as opposed to statutory law, was judge-made was 
ignored,” she noted. “Modern jurisprudence has abandoned this 
ostrich-like approach, recognized the obvious and acknowledged 
that whenever a court overrules prior precedent it is functioning 
in a lawmaking capacity.”43

While the Court unanimously adopted the comparative negli-
gence standard, it split on the problem of the limits and application 
of judicial lawmaking. The majority held that the new standard 
would be applied not just to future cases, but retroactively to some 
cases, including pending retrials and appeals. The Republican jus-
tices did not want the new standard to be applied retroactively, but 
only prospectively. In the traditional distinction between legislat-
ing and judging, legislation applied only to future cases (thus the 
Constitution prohibits “ex post facto laws”), while Court decisions 
applied only to past cases. But decisions that work a clear and 
abrupt change in seemingly settled law raise profound problems if 
applied retroactively. When the United States Supreme Court im-
posed the “exclusionary rule” on the states, overturning criminal 
convictions based on illegally seized evidence, it did not require 
that all prisoners convicted on such evidence be released and re-
tried, due to the obvious chaos that such an order would cause.44 
Chief Justice Coleman, pointing out that “it is difficult to imagine a 
more legislative-like decision” than this, urged the Court to apply it 
only prospectively for similar reasons of equity and policy.45

Though the Placek decision raised many detailed and technical 
questions of application, it provoked no immediate legislative reac-
tion.46 The Placeks themselves settled out of court with the City of 
Sterling Heights.47 The decision reinforced the movement of change 
in the law, sometimes described (often pejoratively) as “liberal ju-
dicial activism,” that marked the 1960s–1970s in Michigan and the 
nation. It confirmed the legal realists’ aspiration that, since judges 
were necessarily policymakers, they ought to use that power to 
foster progressive social policy. Since the New Deal, state legisla-
tures and especially Congress had extended commercial regula-
tion, and transferred supervision of the economy from judges to 
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administrators; labor, for example, had been largely removed from 
the realm of the common law and taken over by the National Labor 
Relations Board, workmen’s compensation commissions, and anti-
discrimination agencies. Decisions like Placek augmented judicial 
power. As one scholar observes, the new tort theories “appointed 
the judge as an agent of the modern state.” They “charged the judge 
to internalize costs and distribute risks. Enterprise liability theory 
also allowed judges to join the effort to aid the poor. Indeed, the 
theory conceived of courts as possessing unique powers to achieve 
these ends in comparison to alternative branches of government.”48 
As in the apportionment and desegregation cases, the majority of 
the judiciary prided itself on having done the right thing when the 
political branches would not.

To some degree, the legal realists’ hope that tort law would be-
come part of a social engineering project had been realized. Plain-
tiff lawyers depicted themselves as crusaders for social justice, 
 using the lawsuit to vindicate the rights of the poor, women, mi-
norities, and consumers against irresponsible corporations. In-
deed, tort plaintiffs acted as “private attorneys general,” achieving 
public good in their private suits. “Private tort litigants serve the 
public interest by uncovering dangerous products and practices,” 
two legal scholars recently claimed.49 The legal and ethical limita-
tions on plaintiff attorney activity were relaxed in these decades as 
well. “In 1975 one of the most widely quoted of the new legal ethi-
cists [Monroe Freedman] could write of a ‘professional responsibil-
ity to chase ambulances,’” one critic of the new mood observes. 
The United States Supreme Court permitted lawyers to advertise 
two years later.50 Even more significant were the “mass tort” class-
action suits, against manufacturers of asbestos and silicon breast 
implants, and ultimately the tobacco industry. Critics decried the 
“litigation explosion” in America, and a movement for tort law re-
form got underway in the 1980s. If the nineteenth- century ideal 
had been that “nobody should be liable to anyone for anything,” 
the new principle was that “everybody was liable to everyone for 
everything.” In this view, the legal system reinforced a social and 
cultural movement that devalued individual responsibility, blamed 
“society” for all problems, and focused on victimhood.51

In 1986, the American Tort Reform Association was estab-
lished. It fed the widespread public sense that the litigation system 
had gotten out of control, influenced by many stories of outra-
geous lawsuits. The most famous (the “tort-reform poster-child”) 
was the woman who sued McDonald’s when she spilled scalding 
coffee on herself.52 Others included a woman who won a $1.6 mil-
lion judgment against a phonebook company that had led her to a 
physician who botched her liposuction surgery, a student who 
sued his school for stress caused by summer homework, and a city 
employee who backed his dump truck into his own car and sued 
the city.53 Such suits provided material for innumerable lawyer 
jokes among late-night TV comics and talk-radio hosts. They also 
spawned many “urban legends,” such as the pregnant woman 
who sued the manufacturer for the failure of its contraceptive jelly, 
which she ate (on toast). Warning labels showed the extent of 
product-liability awards, such as the brass fishing lure with a 
three-pronged hook that cautioned “harmful if swallowed,” and 

the cocktail napkin-map from a Hilton Head restaurant that 
warned, “not to be used for navigation.”54

The advent of the “litigious society” fit the dour national mood 
of the 1970s. In the aftermath of the Vietnam War, the Watergate 
scandal, and the general social upheaval of the cultural revolution, 
American society appeared to be coming apart. The sense that the 
government and legal system were causes rather than solutions to 
the problems fueled a conservative political reaction, which, by 
1980 ended the decades-long dominance of New Deal Democratic 
liberalism. The economic effects of the litigation system were sig-
nificant. Litigation costs had grown at four times the rate of the 
economy since 1930, amounting to 2 percent of the national in-
come. Average tort awards in Cook County (Chicago) rose in 
 inflation-adjusted terms from $52,000 to $1.2 million between 1960 
and 1984. By 1990, it was estimated that the tort-law system cost 
the country $300 billion a year. The plaintiff bar took in $40 billion 
in 2002; plaintiffs themselves netted only about half of the amount 
of judgments, after paying lawyers’ fees and other costs. The indi-
rect costs of increased liability were said to raise prices for every-
one, and inhibit innovation. One West Virginia Supreme Court jus-
tice opined, “Much of my time is devoted to ways to make business 
pay for everyone else’s bad luck.”55 Michigan and other states of the 
industrial midwestern “Rustbelt” were especially hard-hit by the 
economic downturn of the 1970s, part of which, the conservative 
critics contended, resulted from government policies that grew out 
of the liberal rights revolution—union privileges and labor costs, 
environmental requirements, affirmative action, and the new tort 
regime. Detroit, a city of nearly two million in the 1950s, lost half 
its population by the end of the century.

Inevitably, it is difficult to balance the rights of criminal defen-
dants and society’s need for safety and order; so it is inevitably dif-
ficult to balance the conflicting rights and interests of plaintiffs 
and defendants in tort law. While it may be arguable that the 
abuses of the late twentieth century tort regime, however exag-
gerated by conservatives, exceeded those of a century earlier, 
similarly exaggerated by progressives, they seem to have pro-
voked a greater political reaction.56 Almost  every state adopted 
some kind of tort reform in the 1980s–1990s, capping punitive 
damage awards, restricting comparative negligence, and doing 
away with doctrines like “joint and several liability,” in which a 
plaintiff could recover the full amount of damages from any one 
of multiple defendants, regardless of the relative contribution of 
that defendant to the total injury. The Michigan legislature was es-
pecially active in tort reform. It punished frivolous lawsuits, lim-
ited joint and several liability, and headed off the possibility of 
mass-tort lawsuits to make the food industry liable for obesity. 
Since tort law remained a state issue, it became a factor in judicial 
appointments and elections. This was especially the case in 2000, 
when three Republicans who had established the first Republican 
majority on the Court in decades were up for re-election, and the 
Michigan Trial Lawyers Association raised hundreds of thousands 
of dollars to defeat them.57 If nothing else, the tort revolution made 
state Supreme Court elections around the country increasingly bit-
ter, partisan, and expensive.
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People v Aaron
Exorcising the Ghost of Felony Murder
409 Mich 672 (1980)

In 1980, the Michigan Supreme Court abolished a confused and 
tangled crime known as “felony murder.” At its most expan-
sive, felony murder meant that if a death occurred while some-

body was committing a felony, the felon was guilty of murder, re-
gardless of his motive or role in causing the death. Scholars dispute 
the origins of the felony murder doctrine, and each state had its 
own version of the crime. By the end of the twentieth century, 
many jurists regarded it as a harsh, unfair, out-of-date vestige of 
the common law, which many states reformed or abolished.

Ironically, felony murder arose as part of the effort to liberalize 
criminal law in the United States.1 Old English law punished all 
felonies with death. The American colonies and states tried to mit-
igate this system. Pennsylvania’s 1776 constitution, the most lib-
eral and democratic of the new fundamental laws, stated, “The 
penal laws as heretofore used shall be reformed by the Legislature 
of this state, as soon as may be, and punishments made in some 
cases less sanguinary, and in general more proportionate to the 
crimes.”2 The Pennsylvania legislature adopted a statute in the 
1790s to define degrees of murder, and the Michigan legislature 
copied this statute verbatim in 1837. It read, “All murder which 
shall be perpetrated by means of poison, or lying in wait, or other 
kind of willful, deliberate and premeditated killing, or which shall 
be committed in the perpetration, or attempt to perpetrate any ar-
son, rape, robbery, or burglary, shall be murder of the first de-
gree.” Michigan having abolished capital punishment (except for 
treason), the statute imposed life imprisonment for first-degree 
murders. The legislature later added larceny, extortion, and kid-
napping to the list of “enumerated” felonies. The statute defined 
all other murders as second-degree, and empowered judges to 
sentence the murderer to any term of years in prison.3

However, the legislature never defined “murder.” The term 
evolved over centuries in the common law of England and the 
American states. The most serious crime in American law, murder 
exceeded mere killing. Indeed, the biblical commandment often 
translated as “thou shalt not kill” should really read “thou shalt not 
murder.” Murder involved more than the mere killing of a human 
being, or “homicide,” for some homicide is excusable or even 
praiseworthy. Societies award medals and erect monuments to sol-
diers who take many lives in war. They also permit killing in self-
defense or the defense of others (see Pond). Nor does all criminal 
homicide rise to the level of murder. Killing done negligently or in 
the heat of passion became known as “manslaughter” (see the Ma-
her and Beardsley cases). The common law defined murder as 

criminal homicide plus “malice.” As the Michigan Supreme Court 
put it in an 1858 case, “Murder is where a person of sound memory 
and discretion unlawfully kills any reasonable creature in being, in 
the peace of the state, with malice prepense or aforethought, either 
express or implied.”4 It defined malice as “the intention to kill, the 
intention to do great bodily harm, or the wanton and willful disre-
gard of the likelihood that the natural tendency of one’s behavior 
is to cause death or serious bodily harm.”5

Historians long sought the origins of the felony murder rule 
among the murky bogs of legal history. Most often, commentators 
claimed that it was an English common-law rule that colonial and 
early state jurisdictions adopted. But the most thorough inquiry 
into it reveals not a single felony murder case in pre-Revolutionary 
England, nor in any American colony. The doctrine seems to have 
originated in nineteenth-century America, and was a legislative 

November 25, 1980, edition of the Detroit Free Press.
Reprinted with permission of the Detroit Free Press.
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(statutory), not a judicial (common-law), creation. Caselaw dis-
closes no common-law felony murder convictions until very late 
in the nineteenth century, and very few even then. Thomas Jeffer-
son proposed to preclude felony murder in his 1779 “bill for pro-
portioning crimes and punishments.” “Where persons meaning to 
commit a trespass only, or larceny, or other unlawful deed, and 
doing an act from which involuntary homicide hath ensued, have 
heretofore been adjudged guilty of manslaughter or of murder, by 
transferring such their unlawful intention to an act, much more 
penal than they could have in probable contemplation; no such 
case shall hereafter be deemed manslaughter unless manslaugh-
ter was intended, nor murder, unless murder was intended.” This 
defined the essential idea of felony-murder: transferring the intent 
to commit any felony into the intent to commit murder. However, 
far from following Jefferson’s late eighteenth-century advice to 
prevent felony murder, American states extended the principle in 
the early nineteenth century. Illinois enacted the first felony mur-
der statute in 1827. Half of the states had enacted one by the time 
of the Civil War.6

Felony murder also acquired the reputation of being a particu-
larly harsh rule. Commentators claimed that it led to the execution 
of defendants who inadvertently and indirectly caused the death 
of someone during the commission of a felony. For example, if, 
during a bank robbery, a bank customer accidentally killed an-
other customer or a police officer while trying to prevent the rob-
bery, the bank robber was held responsible for the killing. He 
would be punished, not for robbery, but for first-degree murder. 
In another example, robbers tied up a house owner while ran-
sacking his house, and intended to publicize the fact and have the 
man untied after they got away. Nobody untied the man, who 
then died. The burglars were tried for first-degree murder. Many 
commentators argued that killings like these, not involving malice 
or premeditation, were not murder.

But among such hard cases, few states adopted the felony mur-
der principle to its full extent—calling it murder if any death oc-
curred while somebody was committing a felony, regardless of his 
motive or role in causing the death. Most convictions resulted 
from the shooting of robbery victims. In the nineteenth century, 
courts “almost always conditioned murder liability on causing 
death with fault,” and almost never in cases of accidental death. 
Far from being an oppressive and arbitrary rule, most felony mur-
der rules were “limited in scope and applied fairly.” Judges inter-
preted felony murder statutes and rules narrowly and limited their 
application, most often to felonies that were inherently danger-
ous—arson, for example, but not larceny.7

Michigan did not really have a felony murder statute. The 1837 
statute, which elevated murders committed in the commission of 
enumerated felonies to first-degree murder, was more accurately 
a “felony aggravator statute.” Michigan judges began to elaborate 
a common-law doctrine of felony murder, beyond the 1837 stat-
ute’s requirements, in the late nineteenth century. Some courts 
limited its application to inherently dangerous felonies; Michigan 
was among the first states to try to contain common-law felony 
murder this way. But some Michigan courts did not require 

prosecutors to prove malice. Rather, they allowed prosecutors to 
argue that the commission of the felony provided the malicious 
requirement for murder.8 The twentieth-century trial court record 
displayed no clear rule. The Michigan Supreme Court never made 
any definite statement that the state actually had a common-law 
felony murder doctrine.9

By the 1970s, the legal academic world attacked the felony 
murder rule, and the Michigan Court of Appeals was at logger-
heads over it. New Hampshire abolished felony murder by statute 
in 1974; the Kentucky and Hawaii legislatures followed by the end 
of the decade. The Iowa Supreme Court abolished it in 1979.10 The 
Michigan Court of Appeals decided in 1976 that the state had nei-
ther a statutory nor a common-law felony murder rule. In a killing 
during a robbery, the prosecution must prove malice to the jury as 
a matter of fact; the judge could not instruct the jury that intent to 
commit robbery was a sufficient substitute for proof of malice in 
the killing. But the following year, a different panel of the Court of 
Appeals held that Michigan did have a felony murder rule to the 
extent that commission of an enumerated felony would turn man-
slaughter into murder.11 The Supreme Court had to step in and 
settle the matter.

The Court consolidated three cases from the Court of Appeals 
(People v Aaron, People v Thompson, and People v Wright). Robert 
G. Thompson was convicted of felony murder for a killing that 
took place during an armed robbery. The judge instructed the jury 
that “the evil intent to commit the robbery carries over to make 
that crime murder in the first degree.” The Court of Appeals re-
versed the conviction, ruling that the prosecution had to prove to 
the jury malicious intent to kill. Similarly, the Court of Appeals re-
versed the conviction of Daniel J. Wright, who was found guilty of 
first-degree murder for two deaths that occurred as a result of the 
arson he committed. The State brought these appeals. Stephen 
Aaron was also convicted of first-degree murder for a homicide 
that arose out of an armed robbery. In his case, the Court of Ap-
peals upheld the conviction, but the Supreme Court overturned 
the decision and instructed the trial court to resentence Aaron for 
a second-degree murder conviction. The trial court imposed the 
same sentence (life imprisonment), and Aaron appealed again.12 
The Supreme Court took up the issue of the status of felony mur-
der in Michigan.

The Court unanimously ended felony murder. With consider-
able understatement, Justice Fitzgerald observed in his majority 
opinion, “Felony murder has never been a static, well-defined rule 
at common law.” He noted its obscure origins, which he located in 
England, which had abolished it in 1957 by statute. He also de-
scribed the ways in which American jurisdictions had limited, and 
some recently abolished, the rule. These “modifications and re-
strictions…reflect dissatisfaction with the harshness and injustice 
of the rule…. To the extent that these modifications reduce the 
scope and significance of the common-law doctrine, they also call 
into question the continued existence of the doctrine itself.” Above 
all, felony murder “completely ignores the concept of determina-
tion of guilt on the basis of individual misconduct.” It was possible 
that “an accidental killing occurring during the perpetration of a 
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felony would be punished more severely than a second-degree 
murder requiring intent to kill.”13

Indeed, the Court doubted that Michigan ever had a common- 
law felony murder rule. No cases “expressly considered whether 
Michigan has or should continue to have a common law felony 
murder doctrine.” Some cases contained language that suggested 
a common-law rule, but never in a way that established a clear 
precedent. Due to the confusion among appellate courts on the 
issue, the Supreme Court exercised its power under Article III, 
section 7 of the State Constitution to abrogate the common law. 
Ironically, the first definite recognition of the felony murder rule 
came during its abolition. “We believe that it is no longer accept-
able to equate the intent to commit a felony with the intent to kill,” 
Fitzgerald wrote. Prosecutors would have to prove malicious in-
tent to kill, beyond a reasonable doubt, to the jury. The new rule 
would apply to all current and future prosecutions.14

Fitzgerald and other commentators earnestly asserted that the 
abolition of felony murder should have little practical effect. While 
courts could not translate intent to commit a felony into malicious 
intent to commit murder, they could consider the felonious intent 
as a factor in establishing intent to kill. This would be particularly 
likely in cases of the dangerous felonies enumerated in the Michi-
gan murder statute. But the new rule would prevent courts from 
treating accidental killings, committed without malice, as mur-
ders. As one review noted, “Aaron barely aids defendants at all.”15 
Justice Ryan’s concurring opinion reinforced the point that the 
Court was simply clarifying the confusion that had arisen in lower 
courts. “It is sufficient to state only that if felony murder existed in 
Michigan, by virtue of today’s decision it no longer does.” He 
noted that, “Today we simply declare that the offense popularly 
known as felony murder, which, properly understood, has noth-
ing to do with malice and is not a species of common law murder, 
shall no longer exist in Michigan, if indeed it ever did.”16

In retrospect, there was a lot less to Aaron than met the eyes of 
both supporters and critics. Justice Levin later commended Justice 
Fitzgerald’s opinion for “eliminat[ing] a harsh and outdated view 
of criminal responsibility.”17 The decision did eliminate opportu-
nities for illogical applications, if not outright miscarriages of jus-
tice. As one commentator noted, “To consider a killing without 
malice to be more blameworthy than a killing with malice merely 
because the former was committed during the course of a felony 
is irrational.”18 But such cases were rare, and reformers reinforced 
this point by repeated claims that the abolition of the rule would 
make no serious difference. But critics saw the decision as another 
irresponsible exercise of liberal judicial activism, coddling felons 
in a period of rising crime rates. The murder rate in the United 
States doubled between 1963 and 1970, years in which the United 
States Supreme Court imposed significant liberalization of crimi-
nal procedure in the states.

Observers also debated the Court’s exercise of its power to alter 
the common law. As Justice Levin said, “the Court acted in the ex-
ercise of its constitutional authority to declare the common law, 
and thereby make clear that the common law does not become 
mortified when embodied in the statute.”19 Others noted that it was 

unusual for the Court to use its constitutional common-law power 
to alter the criminal law, which was mostly codified by statute. De-
cisions like Placek, which altered civil common law, were more ac-
ceptable.20 Some complained that the Court was usurping legisla-
tive authority.21 But Aaron really restored Michigan law to the 
legislature’s original 1837 statute. That act was not a felony murder 
act at all—there is no way to read the statute as doing anything but 
elevating murders committed during certain felonies to first- degree 
murder; never did it turn homicides committed during felonies into 
murders. Insofar as felony murder had insinuated its way into 
Michigan law, it did so through incoherent lower-court opinions. If 
anything, Aaron deferred to the original intent of the Michigan leg-
islature, and put an end to the Victorian-era judicial activism that 
had fabricated a common law of felony murder.
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Toussaint v Blue Cross
Employee Rights and Wrongful Discharge
408 Mich 579 (1980)

For most of American history, the 
theoretical framework of the law 
was that employers and workers 

had an “at-will” relationship. Workers 
were free to work or quit, and employ-
ers to hire or fire, whenever they wanted, 
for whatever reasons they wanted. In 
the late twentieth century, legislatures 
and courts began to make exceptions to 
this rule, and to give employees rights 
against “wrongful discharge.” In 1980, 
the Michigan Supreme Court became 
the first state to adopt the “implied con-
tract” principle, holding that certain employer policies automati-
cally gave employees a right to be fired only for “good cause.”

American employment law grew out of the medieval English 
common law of “master and servant.” Unless otherwise stipulated, 
employment contracts were assumed to extend for one year, prob-
ably so that landowners could be sure that agricultural workers 
would work through harvest-time and to assure that the workers 
would enjoy a year of what would later be called “job security.”1 
The law could be quite harsh in compelling employees to serve 
out the terms of their contracts. They were not free, for example, 
to accept an offer of higher wages from another employer during 
the term of their contract. And if employers had a good cause to 
fire them (which might include, for example, failing to show 
proper respect and deference to the employer), he could do so 
11 months into the term of the contract and pay nothing. Many 
American courts began to relax these rules after independence, 
allowing employees to be paid for that part of the time which they 
had worked if they quit during the year.2

The industrial revolution widened the labor market, created 
new kinds of non-agricultural jobs, and made most employment 
relations distant and impersonal. No longer was the landlord- 
tenant or master-apprentice system an intimate, local, face-to-face 
relationship. Employment law thus became more abstract and for-
mal, taking on the characteristics of contract law in general (see 
Sherwood). The law came to view all employment relations as 
completely individualistic and voluntary. Indentured servitude 
and slavery, most notably, were abolished in the nineteenth cen-
tury. Employer and employee were said to be equally free to bar-
gain for whatever wages and terms they found satisfactory. Em-
ployers were free to hire or fire any worker, and employees to 

accept or quit any job they liked. The principle came to be called 
 “employment-at-will.”

State and federal courts struck down many laws that attempted 
to abridge this “liberty of contract” in employment. States could 
not, for example, prohibit employers from paying workers in scrip 
redeemable at the company store. If workers were happy to accept 
such scrip, that was their business. States could, on the other hand, 
prohibit children or women from working, since they were not, 
like adult males, equal before the law. And they could prohibit 
miners from working more than 10 hours in one day, mining be-
ing an obviously hazardous occupation. But when New York en-
acted a law prohibiting bakers from working more than 10 hours 
in a day, the United States Supreme Court struck it down, since 
there was nothing inherently dangerous about baking.3

The general rule was liberty; restrictions had to be justified. 
Thus, in 1908, the United States Supreme Court struck down a fed-
eral act that outlawed “yellow-dog contracts” in interstate railroad 
employment. In “yellow-dog contracts,” an employee agreed, as a 
condition of employment, never to join a labor union. “The right 
of a person to sell his labor upon such terms as he deems proper 
is, in its essence, the same as the right of the purchaser of labor to 
prescribe the conditions upon which he will accept such labor 
from the person offering to sell it,” Justice John Marshall Harlan 
wrote. “So the right of the employee to quit the service of the 
employer, for whatever reason, is the same as the right of the em-
ployer, for whatever reason, to dispense with the services of such 
employee…. In all such particulars the employer and the em-
ployee have equality of right, and any legislation that disturbs that 
equality is an arbitrary interference with the liberty of contract 
which no government can legally justify in a free land.”4

Headline from the June 11, 1980, issue of the Lansing State Journal.
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In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, many ob-
servers began to criticize the employment-at-will principle. The 
formal equality of the employer and employee, they argued, was a 
legal fiction that masked the obviously greater power of the em-
ployer. How could a penniless immigrant bargain on equal terms 
with a billion-dollar corporation like U.S. Steel? Far from guaran-
teeing employee liberty, employment-at-will forced workers to ac-
cept employer dictation or starve, producing “wage slavery.”5 Leg-
islatures and courts began to respond to the “unequal bargaining 
power” argument to bolster employee rights, making exceptions to 
the employment-at-will principle. The most important of these ex-
ceptions empowered labor unions. The National Labor Relations 
(Wagner) Act of 1935 compelled employers to bargain with unions 
chosen by a majority of their workers. The Act also prohibited em-
ployers from firing workers for union activity, and most collective 
bargaining agreements provided some procedure whereby em-
ployers had to show “good cause” to fire workers. By 1955, almost 
one in three American non-farm workers was a union member.

After World War II, the state and federal governments added 
protections for the remaining two-thirds of workers who could be 
terminated for no reason or bad reasons. Many states in the north-
east, upper Midwest, and West adopted “fair employment prac-
tice” laws, which made it illegal to fire someone because of race, 
creed, color, or national origin. Michigan adopted such an act in 
1955. Congress adopted this non-discrimination rule, and added 
sex as a protected class, in the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Cali-
fornia Supreme Court held in 1959 that it was unlawful to fire 
someone for reasons that were contrary to “public policy.”6 In this 
case, the Teamsters Union made a trucking company fire a worker 
who had agreed to testify about union corruption to the state leg-
islature. Similarly, a worker could not be fired for agreeing to serve 
on jury duty or for filing a workers’ compensation claim. Few 
states followed California’s example right away, but by the end of 
the century all but a handful of states had adopted a public-policy 
exception to the employment-at-will rule.7

The Michigan Supreme Court led the way in the judicial cre-
ation of further protections against wrongful discharge. In 1967, 
Charles Toussaint interviewed for a job as a financial officer with 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Michigan. During the interview process, 
he was told that he would be employed until retirement, “as long as 

I did my job,” and that “if I came to Blue Cross, I wouldn’t have to 
look for another job because [the interviewer] knew of no one ever 
being discharged.” While there was no written contract of employ-
ment, he was given a 260-page employee manual, in which the 
company declared that its policy was to fire for “just cause” only. 
Toussaint later had problems managing Blue Cross’  company-car 
accounts and was fired. He sued, claiming that he had been fired 
without just cause, and a Wayne County jury awarded him $73,000. 
Blue Cross appealed, and the Michigan Court of Appeals reversed 
the decision. Toussaint then appealed to the Supreme Court.8

Toussaint v Blue Cross was consolidated for argument with a 
factually similar case, Ebling v Masco Corporation. The Supreme 
Court unanimously agreed that a jury could consider testimony in 
the record on whether the employee and employer made an oral 
contract that included distinguishing features or provisions that 
made Mr. Ebling’s employment terminable at will but only for 
cause. The Court upheld a judgment that he was entitled to re-
cover the value of stock options that he forfeited when fired with-
out just cause. As to Mr. Toussaint’s contract, however, the Court 
split 4-3 as to whether Mr. Toussaint’s evidence that such a con-
tract existed was sufficient to make a prima facie case.

In a 4-3 decision, the Court restored the trial court verdict for 
Toussaint. Justice Charles Levin wrote the majority opinion; the 
three Republicans dissented. Levin held that the interview state-
ments and employee manual amounted to an “implied contract” 
that included just-cause termination. Employment-at-will could not 
be assumed in the face of such expressions of just-cause tenure. 
Employers were entitled to maintain an at-will policy, he noted, but 
Blue Cross and other employers had created misunderstandings by 
not stating such a policy clearly. Levin denied the company’s con-
tention that they received no consideration from the employee in 
exchange for greater job security—and without such consideration 
there could be no contract. “The employer secures an orderly, co-
operative and loyal work force” in exchange for job security, he 
claimed. “Having announced the policy, presumably with a view 
to obtaining the benefit of improved employee attitudes and be-
havior and improved quality of the work force, the employer may 
not treat its promise as illusory.”9 In addition to the “implied con-
tract” that Toussaint made when he was hired, subsequent com-
pany policies created, without contract requirements, a “legitimate 
expectation” of tenure. “We hold that employer statements of pol-
icy, such as the [guidelines], can give rise to contractual rights in 
employees without evidence that the parties mutually agreed that 
the policy statements would create contractual rights.”10 Thus the 
two pillars of wrongful-discharge law in Michigan were “implied 
contract” and “legitimate expectations.”

Justice James Ryan wrote the dissenting opinion. He noted that 
the guidelines did not constitute a contract between Toussaint and 
Blue Cross. There was no evidence of any offer, acceptance, con-
sideration, or meeting of the minds—the classical elements neces-
sary to make a binding contract—in its promulgation by the com-
pany and reception by the employee. Toussaint may have “felt” 
that these documents were part of his employment contract, but 
“we are unable to conclude that there was produced any evidence 

“Employment-at-will” is sometimes referred to as “Wood’s rule,” after it 
was mentioned in Horace Wood’s 1877 treatise, Master and Servant. 
“Men must be left, without interference to buy and sell where they please, 
and to discharge or retain employees at will for good cause or no cause, 
or even for bad cause without thereby being guilty of an unlawful act per 
se,” Woods wrote. “It is a right which an employee may exercise in the 
same way, to the same extent, for the same cause or want of cause as the 
employer.”1 Wood added that, unless an employment contract explicitly 
said otherwise, the contract was terminable by either party at any time.

1. Quoted in Skoppek, Employment-at-Will in Michigan: A Case for Retaining the 
Doctrine, Mackinac Center for Public Policy (1991), available at  <http://
www.mackinac.org/article.aspx?ID=266> (accessed March 1, 2009).
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whatever from which a jury was free to conclude that the parties 
agreed, either expressly or by implication, that the defendant’s 
manual or guidelines, or any part of either, would constitute [Tous-
saint’s] contract of employment.”11

Toussaint opened the door to a fl ood of wrongful-discharge 
litigation. It “caused a certain amount of chaos in the Michigan ju-
dicial system,” one commentator noted, and for many years em-
ployers were uncertain as to the limits of the implied-contract and 
especially the legitimate-expectations doctrines.12 Noting that 
wrongful-discharge was “very much in the mainstream of the con-
temporary litigation explosion,” another critic observed, “Michi-
gan courts are clogged with employment litigation, employers 
have turned defensive hiring and fi ring measures into a fi ne art, 
and the cost[s] of doing business in Michigan, which was already 
high, has become prohibitive.”13

Two economists who studied wrongful-discharge laws have 
concluded that the Michigan doctrines increase unemployment 
between 0.8 and 1.6 percent. While they might benefi t workers 
with sen ior ity and skills, they reduce employment for young, fe-
male, and low-skilled workers. When Charles Toussaint was hired, 
the United States was in the middle of a booming economic dec-
ade with almost full employment. When his case was decided, the 
country was in the midst of a depression in which the unemploy-
ment rate would reach nearly 10 percent. In Michigan, the unem-
ployment rate approached 17 percent in 1982. These economists 
conclude: “legal protections do not come costlessly.”14

The legal and economic fallout of the Toussaint case led many 
courts within the state to try to contain its effects, and the federal 
courts (particularly the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, which Jus-
tice Ryan joined in 1985) “engaged in a guerilla war” against it.15 In 
the more conservative atmosphere of the 1980s and 1990s, the 
movement to expand employee tenure abated. Only two states 
(Arizona and Montana) adopted comprehensive wrongful- 
discharge laws by statute. Public-policy exceptions to at-will em-
ployment remained widespread, and extended in federal civil 
rights acts, but most states did not go as far as Michigan in the im-
plied-contract and legitimate-expectations doctrines, the latter of 
which the Michigan Supreme Court tightened up in 1993.16 And 
Michigan did not follow the few state courts that adopted an even 
more pro-employee “covenant of good faith” rule, which essen-
tially read a just-cause provision into every employment contract. 
But it remained true that “nowadays employers must be wary 
when they seek to end an employment relationship for good 
cause, bad cause, or, most importantly, no cause at all.”17
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v Detroit
Private Property and Public Use
410 Mich 616 (1981)

Hamtramck section of Detroit heavily populated by Poles. From photo 
essay re Polish American community.

Photo by John Dominis/Time Life Pictures/Getty Images

In a monumental effort to bolster its crumbling economic base, 
in 1980 the City of Detroit condemned an entire neighborhood 
to make room for a new General Motors plant. Some of the resi-

dents of the gritty, integrated, working-class neighborhood known 
as “Poletown” challenged the scheme, claiming that it violated the 
Michigan Constitution’s provision that government could not use 
its “eminent domain” power to transfer property from individuals 
to private corporations. In a controversial decision, the Michigan 
Supreme Court rebuffed the challenge, marking what some argued 
was a new standard in the law of “takings,” allowing the exercise 
of eminent domain power for economic development.

Poles had settled in large numbers in the neighborhood south 
of Hamtramck, taking jobs in the manufacture of cigars, stoves, 
radiators, and steam engines. By 1900, 48,000 had come, the best-
known being Leon Czolgosz, the anarchist who assassinated Pres-
ident William McKinley in 1901. Other ethnic groups followed, 
especially African Americans. Detroit became a majority-black 
city in the 1970s, and elected its first African-American mayor, 
Coleman Young, in 1974. By 1980, about half of Poletown was 
black.1 By this time, Poletown, Detroit, and Michigan were all suf-
fering intensely from the economic decline of industrial, “rust- 
belt” America.

The industrial economy that sustained Detroit was in crisis. 
Consistent economic growth had run from World War II until the 
late 1960s. American manufacturers faced little global competition 
until then, when they found themselves with outdated plants and 
expensive labor forces. This was particularly true in the automo-
tive sector where the wages and benefits were disproportionately 
high as strong unions pressed for wages and benefits that the un-
broken success of the Big 3 automotive manufacturers seemed to 
be in a position to afford indefinitely. In fact, however, higher labor 
costs (as well as high costs for annual styling changes and other 
expenses) had been passed on to consumers in the price of cars, 
creating a vulnerability to lower-cost foreign imports.2 Steel and 
auto workers earned almost twice as much as the average manu-
facturing employee by 1980. Old antitrust and banking policies, 
and new health, safety, welfare, and environmental policies, aggra-
vated the situation. Many manufacturers relocated to states in the 
South and West (and eventually abroad) where there were lower 
labor costs and taxes. At the same time, a new immigration act 

added 35 million immigrants to the domestic work force in the last 
third of the century. Six hundred and seventy thousand auto and 
steel jobs were lost between the summer of 1979 and the summer 
of 1980 alone; 1.2 million were gone by 1982. In all, one in seven 
manufacturing jobs disappeared in the recession of the period.3

The pressures facing the auto industry were most intense in De-
troit, and they actually began in the mid-1950s. The auto industry in 
the city of Detroit had peaked by 1955 when imports began to make 
a meaningful dent in the market. Chrysler alone lost 23,000 jobs in 
Detroit from 1955–1958. The Packard Motor Co. closed its doors and 
its jobs disappeared. Hudson merged with Nash and moved to Wis-
consin. This cost Detroit 35,000 jobs. While the combined firm later 
became American Motors, with its headquarters in the Detroit area, 
it had no factories there.4 And growing foreign competition was 
only one side of the labor coin. Technology allowed fewer workers 
to do more, and jobs were shed as technical innovation increased. 
Detroit was losing its population, industry, and tax base, declining 
in population by 10 percent in the 1950s, and another 9 percent in 
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the 1960s. Then Detroit was shaken by the race riots of 1967 and ex-
treme “white flight.” Fully one-fifth of the city’s residents left in the 
1970s (and another 15 percent were to depart in the 1980s). By 1980, 
unemployment reached 18 percent in Detroit, and was nearly dou-
ble that rate among African Americans.

It was no surprise then, that in 1980, like many other Detroit 
neighborhoods, Poletown was declining. The nearby Dodge Main 
plant, which had been built in 1910 by the Dodge brothers in 
Hamtramck, closed that year. The area was “undermined by a lack 
of employment, an aging population, crime, the increasing poverty 
of people on fixed incomes, a decline in private and public serv-
ices, and deteriorating housing stock.”5 But it was not considered 
blighted by the standards of the time; it remained a community 
with many homes, small businesses, and churches. Indeed, it was 
later asserted that Poletown “was considered a rare and desirable 
urban community by many sociologists, since it seemed to be the 
embodiment of a stable, integrated community.”6 Poletown was, 
for example, untouched by the great Detroit riot of 1967, which in-
flamed many black neighborhoods, killed 43, injured thousands, 
and caused millions of dollars of property losses. But the fact that 
many residents hoped that the area could be revitalized necessar-
ily meant that its vitality was, at a minimum, in jeopardy.

Detroit Mayor Coleman Young concluded that Poletown would 
need to be sacrificed to serve his larger goal of keeping business 
in the city. Young began his career as a fiery, civil rights militant, 
involved as an officer of the Tuskegee Airmen fighting Jim Crow 
regulations in the army, in the UAW-CIO until ousted by Walter 
Reuther as too left wing, and becoming in 1951 the executive di-
rector of the National Negro Labor Council, the most radical black 
labor organization at the time.7 He endeared himself to some in 
the black community by standing up to the House Un-American 
Activities Committee. When Michigan Republican Charles Potter 
asked him, “Do you consider the Communist Party un-American?” 
he replied, “I consider the activities of this committee un- 
American.” But after his time in the left-wing Progressive Party, he 
became a Democrat in 1959. He was elected a Michigan state sen-
ator in 1960 and four years later was Democratic leader of the State 
Senate and in 1968 the first black Democratic National Commit-
teeman. Elected mayor in 1974, Young ran on a platform promis-
ing economic development for the city, and he had substantial 
business support. In 1976 he helped Jimmy Carter become presi-
dent. At this point, Mayor Young was now part of the political es-
tablishment, but he remained blunt, aggressive, and determined 
to change the racial climate. Under the Carter administration, De-
troit received significant new support from Washington. But by 
the end of the 1970s, Chrysler, a major Detroit employer, was in 
desperate straits. The City indicated its willingness to spend huge 
sums to bolster it, but in January 1980, Chrysler closed Dodge 
Main and, yet again, thousands of highly paid jobs vanished. 
Mayor Young zealously endeavored to keep the City financially 
solvent and to retain jobs. When he asked General Motors what it 
would take for it to expand employment in Detroit, GM indicated 
its willingness to build a new Cadillac assembly plant if the City 
could provide a 500-acre site, with adequate road and rail 

transportation, other improvements, and tax abatements, in a 
short time frame. The only site in the city that fit the bill was Pole-
town, and GM insisted that the City condemn the area and turn it 
over to the company by May 1981. The area included over 6,000 
residents, 1,400 houses, 144 businesses, 16 churches, two schools, 
and a hospital. It was expected to cost the city $200 million to 
compensate, raze, and improve the area, in hopes that the new 
factory would create 6,000 jobs directly (although this would only 
partly offset the employment lost by the anticipated closing of two 
other GM plants), and thousands more related to the plant.

While such wholesale displacement dismayed many later ob-
servers, so desperate were the city and state to keep GM in Detroit 
that few voices opposed the plan. Most of the political establish-
ment believed that the plan was necessary to stave off economic 
calamity. The major Detroit media agreed; organized labor en-
dorsed it. Despite the intense attachment of local parishioners and 
priests to their churches, the Roman Catholic hierarchy accepted 
the plan and deconsecrated and sold its Poletown buildings and 
moved the stained glass and statuary. Despite the image of power-
ful interests trampling the rights of the working class and the poor, 
most left-wing activists acquiesced, probably due to Mayor Young’s 
radical bona fides and their support of his larger goals. When Gov-
ernor William Milliken, who supported the project on the whole, 
simply gave audience to Poletowners who did not, Young was furi-
ous. As for the few, like Ralph Nader, who objected to the plan, 
Young replied, “Ralph Nader is psychotic in his hatred of GM,” and 
warned that any delay in condemnation proceedings would jeop-
ardize the effort.8 The displacement proceeded rapidly, aided by 
the recently enacted Uniform Condemnation Procedures (or the 
“quick-take”) Act. This allowed the City to take condemned prop-
erty and demolish it quickly, while dispossessed owners could 
later litigate if not satisfied with the compensation rendered. Gen-
erous relocation benefits were provided and many, but not all, 

Poletown and other “urban renewal” projects, combined with a lack of 
decent housing and an atmosphere of racism, created a great tension 
in Detroit. In 1967, that tension erupted. The Detroit Riot of 1967 began 
when police raided an after-hours drinking club in a predominantly black 
neighborhood. They were expecting to make a few simple arrests, but 
instead walked in on a party of more than 80 people being held for 
two returning Vietnam veterans. The officers attempted to arrest everyone 
who was on the scene. A crowd quickly gathered to watch the transport 
of the arrestees. After the last of the police cars had left the scene, a small 
group lifted the bars on a nearby store window, broke the window, and 
unwittingly began the series of events that have become known as the 
Detroit Riot of 1967. Further incidents of vandalism were reported, looting 
and fires spread through the northwest side of Detroit, then crossed over 
to the East Side. Within 48 hours, the National Guard was mobilized, 
followed by the 82nd airborne, which was called in on the fourth day of 
the riot. As police and military troops sought to regain control of the city, 
violence escalated. When the 5-day riot was over, over 40 people were 
dead, over 1,000 were injured, and over 7,000 had been arrested.
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residents were willing to take them and go. As increasing numbers 
of Poletowners moved out, those who remained faced dangerous 
dem o li tion, arson, and crime, and further diminished public serv-
ices.9 Local activists, joined by Nader, scrambled to challenge the 
proceedings as an illegal eminent- domain taking.

In England and the United States, government had the power 
to take private property for public use if it compensated the prop-
erty owners. This power was known as “eminent domain.” The 
principle that such government power must be limited extended 
at least as far back as the Magna Carta. Colonial and early Ameri-
can judges treated the principle as rooted in natural justice, and it 
found expression in both the federal and state bills of rights. Mich-
igan’s Constitution (article X, section 2 of the 1963 Constitution) 
copied the U.S. Constitution, declaring that “private property shall 
not be taken for public use without just compensation.” In the 
strictest interpretation, private property could never be taken for 
private use. As United States Supreme Court Justice Samuel Chase 
put it in 1798, “a law that takes property from A and gives it to B” 
must be invalidated as “contrary to the great first principles of the 
social compact.”10 “Public use” could also be strictly interpreted as 
public ownership and operation, such as a fort, a public school, or 
a highway. In the nineteenth century, states made exceptions for 
privately owned businesses that provided important services and 
were regulated by the State—grist mills and railroads most espe-
cially. In Michigan, the Supreme Court allowed the extension of 
eminent domain power to railroads while it denied that munici-
palities could use the taxing power to support railroad bonds (see 
Salem). But Justice Cooley, to whom both sides would appeal in 
twentieth-century eminent-domain litigation, interpreted “public 
use” quite strictly. Only “necessity of the extreme sort” could jus-
tify the eminent domain power.11 As he put it in his 1878 Treatise, 
“vague grounds of public benefit from the more profitable use” 
that a new private business might provide did not justify a taking.12 
Privately owned entities could almost never take private property 

under the claim that the new owners would produce more em-
ployment, higher real estate value, or taxes.

Takings became more common as constitutional protection of 
property rights weakened in the twentieth century. State and fed-
eral courts approved condemnation for “slum clearance,” or the 
elimination of “blighted” urban areas. Michigan accepted this ra-
tionale in 1939.13 Urban highway construction also displaced thou-
sands of poor and working-class residents who had little political 
power to resist.14 Interstate 94 had cut through the Poletown-
Hamtramck neighborhood and displaced 1,400 families. I-75 had 
cut through the “Black Bottom” area of Detroit, which pushed 
many African Americans into Poletown.15 These takings followed 
from the New Deal’s great increase of government power over the 
economy. Believing that the Great Depression showed the failure 
of free-market capitalism, the New Dealers embarked on a pro-
gram of public investment, or “state capitalism.”16 After the great 
clash between President Roosevelt and the United States Supreme 
Court, most judges accepted greater state power over private prop-
erty. As Justice Harlan F. Stone put it, the Court would accept legis-
lative power in cases of “ordinary commercial transactions,” while 
it reserved scrutiny for legislative infringements of non-property 
rights. This became known as the “double standard” or “preferred 
freedoms” doctrine, which reduced judicial protection for eco-
nomic rights.17 By 1980, it was more likely that the courts would ac-
cept takings that would increase employment or tax revenue.

The Poletown Neighborhood Council tried to stop the project 
in the Wayne County Circuit Court. In a 10-day trial shortly after 
Thanksgiving, 1980, the court ruled that the City had not abused 
its discretion in using its power of eminent domain; the only 
grounds (other than “fraud, or error of law”) on which it could be 
challenged were under the Uniform Condemnation Procedures 
Act. The council appealed the case to the Michigan Court of Ap-
peals, and to the Michigan Supreme Court for permission to by-
pass the Court of Appeals. On February 21, 1981, the Supreme 
Court granted the request and issued an injunction halting the 
condemnation proceedings. This put great pressure on the parties 
and justices, since General Motors insisted that the City transfer 
title to the property in less than 10 weeks.

The Supreme Court’s acceptance of the appeal buoyed the 
hopes of the Poletowners, being “the first institutional response to 
the neighborhood’s crisis that seemed to indicate a community vic-
tory.”18 The optimism was short-lived, however, as the Court 
quickly upheld the original decision. The case was argued on 
March 3, and decided just 10 days later. In a 5-2 decision, with Jus-
tice Coleman joining the three Democrats and Independent Justice 
Levin, the Court upheld the City’s actions. Its per curiam opinion 
(that is, no individual justice was identified as the author) held that 
the terms “public use” and “public purposes” “have been used in-
terchangeably in Michigan statutes and decisions in an effort to de-
scribe the protean concept of public benefit.” It quoted the United 
States Supreme Court on judicial deference to legislative determi-
nations of public benefit, that “when a legislature speaks, the pub-
lic interest had been declared in terms ‘well-nigh conclusive.’” 
It concluded that the project’s public benefits were “clear and 

Detroit Mayor Coleman Young campaigning with his name on wall 
behind and balloons.

Photo by Peter Yates/Time Life Pictures/Getty Images
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significant,” and that the private benefits to General Motors were 
“merely incidental.” But this was not a blank check for such proj-
ects, it noted. “If the public benefit was not so clear and significant, 
we would hesitate to sanction approval of such a project.”19

Republican Justices Fitzgerald and Ryan dissented. Fitzgerald 
entered his opinion along with the majority decision; he denied 
that the judiciary needed to defer to the legislature in eminent do-
main cases; “Determination whether a taking is for a public or a 
private use is ultimately a judicial question,” he said. He dismissed 
the majority’s putative authorities for the decision, claiming that 
“there is simply no precedent for this decision in previous Michi-
gan cases.” Indeed, Michigan had a more stringent takings stan-
dard than most states, one closer to “public use” than “public pur-
pose,” “benefit,” or “interest.” “Certainly,” he wrote, “we have 
never sustained the use of eminent domain power solely because 
of the economic benefits of development.”20

Justice Ryan worked on his fuller dissenting opinion for an-
other month. “I could not understand this rush to judgment by our 
colleagues except that they were caught up in this frenzy of civic 
enthusiasm on which this whole cause had been riding for a year,” 
Ryan recalled.21 He called Poletown “an extraordinary case,” one 
that would be remembered to have “seriously jeopardized the se-
curity of all private property ownership” and “judicial approval of 
municipal condemnation of private property for private use.” He 
said that it showed “how easily government, in all of its branches, 
caught up in the frenzy of perceived economic crisis, can disre-
gard the rights of the few in allegiance to the always disastrous 
philosophy that the end justifies the means.” In his view, the proj-
ect was clearly for the primary benefit of General Motors, which 
he described as the “guiding and sustaining, indeed controlling, 
hand” behind the proceedings. “The evidence then is that what 
General Motors wanted, General Motors got.” He did not mean to 
demonize GM. The company in fact had displayed an admirable 
“social conscience” in a highly competitive economic environ-
ment. Nevertheless, in this case the private benefit of GM was pri-
mary, and the public benefits incidental. Ryan agreed with Fitzger-
ald’s dissent regarding the Michigan precedents and judicial 
deference to legislative determination of public benefit, but went 
further and explicitly held the Condemnation Act to violate the 
Constitution’s eminent-domain provision. The statute placed “the 
state taking clause…on a spectrum that admits of no principles 
and therefore no limits.”22

Poletown facilitated “the largest relocation of people under the 
auspices of eminent domain—in the shortest period of time—in 
the history of the United States.”23 At the time, most observers 
hailed the majority and the GM plan. Coleman Young regarded 
the Poletown project as the greatest accomplishment of his ad-
ministration, and repeated the process with Chrysler and other 
corporations. Legally, the United States Supreme Court appeared 
to follow the logic of Poletown, and in 1984 gave a similarly broad 
berth to legislative takings (Hawaii Housing Authority v Midkiff, 
467 U.S. 229) though other state court decisions were mixed. Few 
voices objected to the process. These tended to be on the extreme 
right and extreme left of the political spectrum; what Ralph Nader 

called the “corporate socialism” of Poletown made strange bedfel-
lows. A free-market group called the Council for a Competitive 
Economy scored the decision, and “the Detroit media were per-
plexed that an advocate of business could criticize GM.” Justice 
Ryan, regarded as the right-winger on the Court, later recalled be-
ing congratulated by Detroit city councilman Kenneth Cockerell, 
an avowed Marxist, for standing up for the powerless.24

After about a decade, though, second thoughts began to sink 
in, and there was a growing view that Poletown “acquired a kind 
of infamy in legal and social science circles, forever equated with 
the idea of government folly, gross waste, and a what-were-they-
thinking sort of horror.”25 However, it should be noted that those 
views came from two very different directions: one which saw 
Pole town as a violation of property rights that were receiving in-
sufficient protection, the other which interpreted Poletown as a 
triumph of corporate greed over the powerless, with the legal 
analysis functioning merely as camouflage. The plant’s opening 
was delayed, and it ended up providing only about half of the 
hoped-for jobs. Owner suits raised the price paid by Detroit for 
the project from $200 million to closer to $300 million. An oil com-
pany that the city estimated to be worth $350,000 won a $5 million 
award at trial. Most of this money came from state and federal aid, 
since GM paid only $8 million for the property. A revival of inter-
est in property rights, associated especially with the University of 
Chicago’s “law and economics” movement, gave intellectual am-
munition to the cause of limiting eminent domain.26 Social and 
cultural critics bemoaned the ill effects of bureaucratic planning 
on American cityscapes.27 Justice T. G. Kavanagh later confessed, 
“I think if I had it to do over again, I wouldn’t vote the way I voted 
in that case…. I overstepped the bounds there. I think I was prob-
ably wrong on Poletown.”28 In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the 
United States Supreme Court seemed to take a turn back toward 
restricted takings law.29

The General Motors Detroit/Hamtramck assembly plant,  
July 13, 2006, in Detroit, Michigan.
Photo by Jeff Haynes/AFP/Getty Images
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The Michigan Supreme Court revisited the case in 2004 and ve-
hemently overruled Poletown, striking down an attempt by Wayne 
County to take private land to build the “Pinnacle Project,” a busi-
ness and technology park.30 Justice Robert Young’s unanimous de-
cision in County of Wayne v Hathcock noted the “clash of two 
bedrock principles of our legal tradition: the sacrosanct right of 
individuals to dominion over their private property…and the 
state’s authority to condemn private property for the common-
weal.”31 Young made a strong statement of constitutional “original-
ism,” the theory that the Constitution ought to be interpreted ac-
cording to the understanding of those who wrote and ratified it, a 
theory associated with the conservative jurisprudential movement 
of the late twentieth century.32 Albeit, when the Constitution used 
“technical or legal terms of art,” such as the eminent-domain pro-
vision, it needed to be construed according to the day’s legal un-
derstanding of such terms. In 1963, there were few instances in 
which private property might be transferred to private parties—in 
cases of “public necessity of the extreme sort otherwise impracti-
cable,” in cases “when the private entity remains accountable to 
the public in its use of that property,” and “when the selection of 
the land to be condemned is itself based on public concern.” As 
Young noted, the Pinnacle Project “implicates none of [these] sav-
ing elements.” Poletown was the county’s only justification, and 
that case “is most notable for its radical and unabashed departure 
from the entirety of this Court’s pre-1963 eminent domain juris-
prudence.” Indeed, the decision was such a radical departure that 
even advocates of judicial restraint “must overrule Poletown in or-
der to vindicate our Constitution, protect the people’s property 
rights, and preserve the legitimacy of the judicial branch as the 
expositor—not creator—of fundamental law.”33 Poletown was 
gone, but the principle that the Poletown Neighborhood Council 

fought for had been vindicated. Some, like PNC attorney Ronald 
Reosti, who appeared before the Court in both Poletown and 
Hathcock, were still alive to savor the victory.

Justice Elizabeth Weaver entered a concurring opinion, but only 
because she believed that the majority had not repudiated Pole-
town thoroughly enough. She believed that the Court’s appeal to 
the technical, legal understanding of “public use” in 1963 was “elit-
ist,” and left significant loopholes for abuse of eminent-domain 
power. The Court’s willingness to let governments condemn prop-
erty on the basis of blight was one example. “A municipality could 
declare the lack of a two-car garage to be evidence of blight,” she 
noted, as an Ohio municipality had.34 Some property-rights advo-
cates shared Justice Weaver’s concern that the decision still allowed 
government too much power to take private property.35 While the 
Michigan Supreme Court was now unanimous in thinking Pole-
town to have been decided in error, the decision retained strong 
defenders. The problems of the inner cities had not ended, and the 
potential loss of a tool for assembling large parcels for redevelop-
ment was considered a significant problem by those that believed 
that distressed urban communities were at a serious disadvantage 
without it. A major GM plant, employing thousands of highly paid 
union workers, remains in operation 25 years later; one can only 
wonder what condition Poletown would be in today had the plant 
not been built and the neighborhood remained. Indeed, property-
rights enthusiasts seemed to have the rug pulled out from under 
them shortly after Hathcock, when the United States Supreme 
Court upheld a Connecticut economic-development taking very 
much like Poletown.36 The city of New London justified the taking 
of individual homes because new businesses would provide 
greater tax revenues for the city. Opponents asked the Court to re-
ject such economic-benefit takings and follow the Michigan Su-
preme Court’s Hathcock doctrine. The Court was split 5-4, and 
there was a much greater public outcry against it than there had 
been to Poletown. But the United States Supreme Court explicitly 
noted that states were free to establish more stringent takings stan-
dards than the federal courts. Indeed, it explicitly cited Hathcock 
as an example of a state that had done so.37

The Michigan Supreme Court, by overturning Poletown, ap-
peared to have obviated the necessity of legislative strengthening 
of property rights, but the legislature enacted a law in the spring 
of 2006 that reinforced its holding that private property could 
not be taken for economic development. It also overwhelmingly 
(106-0 in the House of Representatives and 31-6 in the Senate) sent 
a constitutional amendment (Proposition 4) to the voters for ratifi-
cation. Proposition 4 prohibited “taking private property…for pur-
poses of economic development or increasing tax revenue.” If the 
property taken was an individual’s primary residence, the owner 
was entitled to 125 percent of the property’s fair market value. It 
also required the State to demonstrate that the taking was for a 
public use, and imposed stricter standards of proof in cases of 
condemnation for “blight.”

Michigan voters approved Proposition 4 in November 2006. 
Thirty-four other states had also altered their laws or constitutions 
to make takings more difficult. Donald J. Borut, the executive 

Some of the main arguments against the Poletown decision are that the 
takings were bad for the area and that the building of the Poletown plant 
was not as good for the city as originally anticipated. Of course, not 
every one would agree that Poletown was decided incorrectly, or that it 
should have been overturned. In a June 2008 letter to the editor in 
Crain’s Detroit Business, Wayne State University Law Professor John 
Mogk vehemently defended the Poletown decision. Mogk wrote:

What happened [as a result of the building of the plant] was that 
4,200 residents were paid 200 percent of the value of their 
homes in a declining neighborhood, along with thousands of dol-
lars more in relocation assistance, to make way for a 3.6 million-
square-foot plant in an attempt to preserve thousands of high-
paying jobs on the factory floor and five times as many jobs in 
local suppliers when GM’s World War I plants on the city’s south-
west side were to be closed.

Mogk concluded his letter with an admonition: “Those who are giving 
thanks that Poletown will never happen again should think again.”
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director of the National League of Cities, while admitting that emi-
nent domain was sometimes abused, “said that property-rights 
groups have played to public fears in a way that discourages 
thoughtful discussion about how individual rights should be bal-
anced against projects that benefit the community as a whole. He 
described anti-Kelo sentiment as a ‘huge emotional tsunami that’s 
been rushing through the country.’”38 Wayne Law School Profes-
sor John E. Mogk agreed, saying that the amendment would have 
a “chilling effect on the willingness of investors to undertake de-
velopment.”39 Mogk called Hathcock “unprecedented in Michigan 
takings jurisprudence.” It “rewrote the state’s constitution and re-
moved the power of the legislature to meet the economic necessi-
ties of the people of Michigan.” The Court “wrongfully overturned 
Poletown” and “imposed an economic ideology on the state legis-
lature and the people of Michigan” in a way that “will potentially 
have a crippling effect on the city of Detroit to rebuild.”40

The early twenty-first century saw a surprising reassertion of 
the Lockean, founding-era view of property rights being anterior 
to government, which is instituted primarily to protect property 
rights.41 In some cases, this principle could be taken to violent ex-
tremes. In 2003, for example, Steven Bixby, a New Hampshire na-
tive, asserting the state motto of “live free or die,” and claiming to 
exercise the “right to revolution,” killed two police officers who 
attempted to take his South Carolina property for a highway- 
widening project. He was ultimately condemned to death.42
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Ross v Consumers Power Co
Suing the State
420 Mich 567 (1984)

In a series of cases in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the 
Michigan Supreme Court rewrote the complicated law of 
governmental immunity. For most of American history, 

federal, state, and local governments could not be sued in 
their own courts without their consent. In the twentieth 
century, legislatures began to extend the right to sue more 
generally, the Michigan legislature doing so in the Govern-
mental Tort Liability Act (GTLA) of 1964. What followed, 
however, were two decades of legal confusion. The Su-
preme Court then stepped in with a sweeping reassertion of 
governmental immunity, which the legislature subsequently 
accepted and codified by amendments to the GTLA. Few 
cases better illustrate the confident and effective lawmaking 
power of the state’s high court.

Sovereign or governmental immunity has always been a 
problem in political and legal theory. How could the power 
that had established the courts, itself be sued in them? On 
the other hand, if the government was immune from suit, 
what was to prevent it from abusing its powers and harming 
the people it was established to protect? The issue raised the 
theoretical problems of ultimate political power (sover-
eignty) that had been at the heart of the American Revolu-
tion and Civil War. For the most part, American govern-
ments had adopted a policy of nearly complete governmental 
immunity from suit. The principle was often said to derive 
from the English rule that “The King can do no wrong” and 
its corollary, “The King can authorize no wrong.” It is more 
likely that these maxims expressed the ancient and medi-
eval idea that the King and his agents ought to do no wrong—that 
they were not above the law. In the early modern period in which 
the Tudors and Stuarts bid for unlimited power, it came to be ren-
dered as the King and his agents were incapable of doing wrong, 
and it was this idea that came to be adopted by the American 
states and federal government.1

Indeed, the jealousy with which early American colonial and 
revolutionary era governments guarded their sovereign immunity 
led to the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution after the Bill of 
Rights. Article III of the Constitution allowed federal courts to 
hear suits “between a state and citizens of another state…and be-
tween a state, or the citizens thereof, and foreign states, citizens or 
subjects.” When this provision led to states being sued in federal 
courts, the Eleventh Amendment, which states that “The judicial 
power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any 

suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the 
United States by citizens of another state, or by citizens or subjects 
of any foreign state,” was adopted in 1795. States could still be 
sued in federal court on appeal (i.e., so long as the suit was not 
initially “commenced or prosecuted” against them, but was begun 
by the State against a citizen), and state officers could be sued. In 
1884, in Poindexter v Greenhow,2 the United States Supreme Court 
held that state officers were immune from suit in cases in which 
the real party in interest was the State; it had earlier held in Gib-
bons v United States3 that the federal government could not be 
sued without its consent.4 Though Congress established a Court of 
Claims where citizens could sue for breach of contract, American 
governments did not eagerly invite suits. As Justice Oliver Wendell 
Holmes, Jr. put it in 1907, near the height of the doctrine of sover-
eign immunity, “A sovereign is exempt from suit…on the logical 

Headline from the August 25, 1971, edition of the Jackson Citizen Patriot.
2008 Jackson Citizen Patriot. All rights reserved. Reprinted with permission.
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and practical ground that there can be no legal right as against the 
authority that makes the law on which the right depends.”5

The states were equally unwilling to extend liability in their 
own courts. Some western states adopted broader liability for mu-
nicipal corporations than eastern states, but state courts proved to 
be even more attached to governmental immunity than state leg-
islatures. Thus, the Michigan Supreme Court, in an 1861 opinion 
by Justice Cooley, relaxed the common-law standard of govern-
mental immunity, but in 1870 the Court reversed this decision and 
held that immunity could not be reduced without a statutory 
change.6 Michigan courts also held that state officers could not be 
sued if the real party being sued was the State.7

In the twentieth century, as government began to undertake 
ever more activities, the need for some sort of protection against 
government harm of private citizens became pressing. It seemed 

Headline from the January 23, 1985, issue of the Detroit Free Press.
Reprinted with permission of the Detroit Free Press.

rather ironic that the less democratic governments of continental 
Europe admitted more government liability than England and 
America. In the 1920s, California and Wisconsin began to waive 
sovereign immunity and allow suits in some cases. In 1939, Michi-
gan enacted a court of claims act for similar cases. During World 
War II, the legislature completely waived its immunity, but re-
pealed the act two years later.8 The federal government enacted 
the Federal Tort Claims Act in 1946. The major movement allowing 
state liability began in the 1960s, as state courts began to qualify 
the principle of sovereign immunity. The Michigan Supreme Court 
abolished the common-law doctrine in 1961 (Williams v City of 
 Detroit, 36 Mich 231 (1961)), and the legislature responded with 
a Governmental Tort Liability Act in 1964, which allowed the 
government to be sued in cases in which it was not carrying out a 
“governmental function.”9 The Act also provided for government 
liability in cases involving motor vehicles, the maintenance of pub-
lic highways and buildings, and when the government was in-
volved in “proprietary” or for-profit activity. However, the legisla-
ture did not define many of these common-law terms, and so it 
remained for courts to determine, for example, what a “govern-
mental function” was. The courts experimented with several defi-
nitions, such as analyzing whether the activity was for the “com-
mon good of all,” or part of “the essence of governing.” This 
produced two decades of, as the Supreme Court put it, “confused, 
often irreconcilable” lower-court decisions that were “of little prac-
tical guidance to the bench and bar.”10 The Michigan Supreme 
Court, which had been evenly divided on the extent of govern-
mental immunity in the early 1980s, was moving toward a standard 
of narrower government immunity, and finally stepped in and re-
viewed eight lower-court cases in an effort to clarify the law.11

In partisan terms, the evenly divided Court of the 1970s, with 
the Independent Justice Levin in the middle, now had a Demo-
cratic majority. Republicans Coleman and Fitzgerald, as well as 
Democratic Justice Moody, had been replaced by two Democrats, 
Patricia J. Boyle and Michael F. Cavanagh, and Republican James 
F. Brickley. The Court consolidated the appeals in eight different 
cases and announced a broad standard of governmental immu-
nity. Five justices issued a per curiam opinion. Justice Levin dis-
sented in part, and Justice T. G. Kavanagh did not participate.

Ross v Consumers Power Co was the leading case, the details 
of which show the complications of sovereign-immunity litiga-
tion. Michael Ross had sued the Consumers Power Company for 
injuries he sustained while working on a drain-construction proj-
ect. He had suffered electrical burns when some of his equipment 
ran into the power company’s lines. The power company then 
sued the drainage district, claiming that it had been negligent in 
failing to notify the company of the work being done near its 
power lines. So the real issue in Ross was whether Consumers 
Power could sue the drainage district, or whether the drainage 
district, as a public entity, was immune from suit. The circuit court 
held that the district was immune; the Michigan Court of Appeals 
held that it was liable; the Michigan Supreme Court reversed 
and held that the district was immune. Having led the movement 
to limit government immunity in the 1960s, the Court now 
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reversed course and “essentially reiterated absolute governmental 
immunity,” based on its interpretation of legislative intent.12

After reviewing the history of sovereign immunity, and the tan-
gle of case law that followed the Governmental Tort Liability Act, 
the Court observed that its earlier attempts to define “governmen-
tal function” all “require the judiciary to make value judgments” 
and were unavoidably “subjective.” “The legislature’s refusal to 
abolish completely sovereign and governmental immunity, de-
spite this Court’s recent attempts to do so,” the Court declared, 
“evidences a clear legislative judgment that public and private tort-
feasors should be treated differently.” The Court now defined 
“governmental function” broadly, as “an activity which is expressly 
or impliedly mandated or authorized by constitution, statute, or 
other law. When a governmental agency engages in mandated or 
authorized activities, it is immune from tort liability, unless the ac-
tivity is proprietary in nature or falls within one of the other statu-
tory exceptions to the governmental immunity act.” Defining im-
munity broadly, the Court subsequently defined these exceptions 
narrowly. It did note that government officials could still be liable, 
for “the immunity extended to individuals is far less than that af-
forded governmental agencies.”13

The companion cases involved a variety of government agen-
cies and officials: a delinquent-care facility, a mental hospital, a 
high school, police officers, and the Department of Natural Re-
sources. In every case, the Court held the government immune. In 
doing so, it upheld the Court of Appeals in six cases, and the cir-
cuit courts in seven.14 Justice Levin dissented in part; he and Jus-
tice Kavanagh had been the members of the Court moving toward 
narrower standards of governmental immunity in the preceding 
years, and he noted that in this case “the Court casts the net of 
governmental immunity too far.”15

The Court’s return to a broad standard of governmental immu-
nity, whether more just or not, at least had the benefit of clarity. 
The Court, a contemporary observer noted, “has drawn a bright 
line rule. It has given the lower courts a black and white distinction 
in deciding issues of governmental immunity.”16 As a recent com-
mentator notes, “No one is well served when a case, good or bad, 
must be evaluated in a cloud of total uncertainty. Plaintiffs’ counsel 
are spared the expense of fruitless case preparation when there is 
a clear immunity defense. Defense counsel can advise clients with 
more confidence regarding their risks when the challenged con-
duct is known to be actionable.”17 Indeed, the Court had the an-
cient principle that law ought to be stable, orderly, and predictable 
on its side. John Locke had stated that a legitimate, constitutional 
government could only rule by “established standing laws, promul-
gated and known to the people, and not by extemporary decrees.”18 
James Madison, too, warned in the Federalist Papers that overly 
mutable laws—the “repealing, explaining, and amending laws, 
which fill and disgrace our voluminous codes,” as he put it—posed 
a threat to republican government.19 The Michigan legislature 
agreed, and adopted the Ross standard by statute shortly after the 
decision by amendments to the GTLA. But another commentator 
called the case an “amazing display of judicial chutzpah,” an activ-
ist piece of judicial legislation that turned a government-liability 

statute into a government-immunity one. “However,” he admitted, 
“because the pro-government definition created by the Court coin-
cided with the pro-government bias of those who controlled the 
legislature at the time, the act was amended to incorporate Ross’ 
definition of governmental function.”20

The State was hardly scot-free, though. However difficult it 
might be to sue Michigan in its own courts, the State remained li-
able to suit in federal courts. In the aftermath of the civil rights 
movement, federal courts extended a wide right to sue states un-
der the Civil Rights Act of 1866 (section 1983 of the United States 
Code). The Act provided that “Every person who, under color of 
any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State…
subjects…any citizen…to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, 
or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be lia-
ble to the party injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other 
proper proceeding for redress.” In the 1970s the act “became an 
all-purpose instrument for pursuing grievances against state and 
local governments that went far beyond the sphere of civil rights 
as traditionally understood.” Suits under section 1983 rose from 
several hundred in the 1960s to several thousand in the 1980s. 
Combined with other procedural changes that widened access to 
the courts, states still faced a degree of civil liability that was high 
by historical standards.21
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In Re Clausen
Natural v Adoptive Parents
442 Mich 648 (1993)

In 1993, the Michigan Supreme Court brought to 
an end a bitter child-custody fight that garnered 
nationwide attention. After an Iowa woman 

gave up her daughter for adoption and then de-
cided she wanted her back, the Michigan adopters 
of “Baby Jessica” fought to keep her. After nearly 
two years of litigation, the Michigan Supreme 
Court, in a decision that struck a major blow to the 
rights of adoptive parents, ordered that the baby be 
returned to her natural parents.

Jan and Roberta DeBoer, unable to conceive a 
child of their own, sought to adopt one in the early 
1990s. Michigan, unlike most states, did not allow 
private adoption. The process of adopting a child 
through the state system was long and difficult, so 
the DeBoers sought a child in another state. In a 
small town in Iowa, Cara Clausen found herself 
pregnant and unmarried. Her mother and their 
family physician began the process of finding par-
ents to adopt Cara’s baby; they located the De-
Boers. Shortly after giving birth on February 8, 
1991, Cara signed the legal documents to give the baby to the 
 DeBoers, including a waiver of her right to a 72-hour period in 
which to change her mind. Though the child’s father was in fact 
Daniel Schmidt, Cara named Scott Seefeldt as the baby’s father, 
and he signed away his paternal rights. The DeBoers filed an 
adoption petition in an Iowa court, which granted them custody 
of the child during its consideration of the petition. The DeBoers 
named the baby Jessica and took her back to their home in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan.1

In the meantime, Cara Clausen had come to regret her decision 
to give up her baby, apparently influenced by Concerned United 
Birthparents (CUB), a “secretive radical organization” founded in 
1976 by birth parents who wanted to end the closed-adoption sys-
tem in which natural parents could not recover their children. 
CUB viewed the adoption system in class terms, in which wealthy 
and educated couples were able to use “fast-talking attorneys” to 
take the children of poor and working-class people like Cara 
Clausen. (Though the DeBoers were in fact not much wealthier 
than the Clausens, their residence in the university town of Ann 
Arbor added to the class-conflict cast of the controversy.) CUB 
stalked and harassed adoptive parents, some of whom formed a 
counter-organization, the Pro-Adoption Coalition of Iowa, for pro-

tection against CUB’s “terror tactics.” The national media eventu-
ally depicted this adoption contest as a cultural clash.

Cara claimed to have been coerced by the DeBoers’ lawyer and 
to have waived her parental rights while under the influence of post-
partum drugs. She also confessed to having lied about the child’s 
father, whom she now identified as Dan Schmidt. Dan asserted his 
paternity rights. Cara and Dan soon married. Schmidt had had a 
short and unhappy previous marriage and had abandoned the son 
he had begotten. He later refused to have any contact with a daugh-
ter by another woman, refused to pay court- ordered child-support, 
and had his wages garnisheed for it. Nevertheless, like most states, 
Iowa law privileged the rights of natural parents over those of adop-
tive parents, and in order to keep the baby, the DeBoers had to prove 
that the Schmidts would be unfit parents. The DeBoers were unable 
to do so in Iowa courts, and were ordered to return the baby to the 
Schmidts. They refused to appear before the Iowa court in Decem-
ber 1992, and an arrest warrant was issued. On the same day, the 
DeBoers won an order from the Washtenaw County Circuit Court to 
prevent the Schmidts from taking custody. Two state courts were 
now locked in a conflict of laws.

Article IV of the U.S. Constitution provides that “Full faith and 
credit shall be given in each state to the public acts, records, and 

Dan Schmidt comforting his tearful wife, Cara, as they sit at a press conference table covered 
with mikes, after the court ruling in their favor in the battle for custody of their 28-month-old 
biological daughter, Jessica, with her would-be adoptive parents, Jan and Roberta DeBoer.

Photo by John Zich/Time Life Pictures/Getty Images
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judicial proceedings of every other state; and the Congress may by 
general laws prescribe the manner in which such acts, records 
and proceedings shall be proved, and the effect thereof.” Toward 
the end of establishing uniformity in state child-custody proceed-
ings, Congress enacted the Parental Kidnapping Prevention Act 
(PKPA) in 1980. Along the same lines, the National Conference of 
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws induced all 50 states to 
adopt the Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Act (UCCJA). The 
question in the DeBoers’ case was whether Michigan courts could 
use these acts to affirm their adoption or whether the acts com-
pelled Michigan courts to enforce the Iowa courts’ rulings. The 
Washtenaw County Circuit Court denied a motion for summary 
judgment by the Schmidts in December 1992, and allowed the De-
Boers to retain custody of Jessica during the litigation. In March 
1993, the Michigan Court of Appeals reversed, ruling that Michi-
gan had no jurisdiction under the PKPA and UCCJA. The DeBoers 
then appealed to the Michigan Supreme Court.

In 1993, the Michigan Supreme Court had returned to the par-
tisan balance of the 1970s, with Independent Justice Charles Levin 
as the swing vote. “Soapy” Williams had died in 1988, Justice Ryan 
had been appointed to the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, and 
Thomas “the Good” Kavanagh had been defeated in his 1984 re-
election bid. Kavanagh was defeated by Republican Dorothy Com-
stock Riley, the second woman to serve on the Court. After Riley’s 
election in 1984, she was joined by Republican Robert Griffin and 
Democrat Conrad Mallett.2

All the justices but Levin voted to sustain the Court of Appeals 
order to return Jessica to the Schmidts.3 The Court observed that 
the DeBoers, to whom it icily referred as “the third-party custodi-
ans with whom the child now lives,” had no claim to the child that 
was not contractual or conventional. The couple knew that their 
rights were contingent on Iowa legal proceedings, and the adop-
tion had begun to be challenged only days after it took place. The 
adoption had never taken place under Iowa law, the majority con-
cluded, and the Michigan courts were bound to observe Iowa’s de-
termination under the PKPA and UCCJA. Michigan courts could 
make no independent determination as to the best interests of the 
child. Congress’ only goal in writing PKPA and UCCJA was 

predictability and uniformity, regardless of substantive differences 
as to adoption policy. Iowa law may have given more preference to 
the rights of biological parents than to the “best interests of the 
child,” but this did not give Michigan the power to refuse to en-
force Iowa policy. Iowa’s law was not “so contrary to Michigan 
public policy as to require us to refuse to enforce the Iowa judg-
ments.” The majority noted that their decision was a difficult one. 
“To a perhaps unprecedented degree among the matters that reach 
this Court, these cases have been litigated through fervent emo-
tional appeals, with counsel and the adult parties pleading that 
their only interests are to do what is best for the child, who is her-
self blameless for this protracted litigation and the grief that it has 
caused.” But a decision had to made, and an end put to the strug-
gle. The Court’s decision would accomplish this “with minimum 
disruption of the life of the child.” “Custody litigation is full of in-
justice,” the Court conceded, “let there be no doubt about that. No 
system of law is perfect. Consistency in the application of the laws, 
however, goes a long way toward curing much of the injustice.”4

Justice Levin entered a lengthy and impassioned dissent. He 
held that Michigan, not Iowa, was the home state, and Michigan’s 
policy was that the best interests of the child should prevail over the 
rights of natural parents. The DeBoers had not “purchased a car-
load of hay” in Iowa, he noted; the child whom they adopted had 
developed significant psychological ties to her adoptive parents. He 
pointed out that “every expert [in the circuit court] testified that 
there would be serious traumatic injury to the child at this time.” He 
concluded that “The superior claim of the child to be heard in this 
case is grounded not just in law, but in basic human morality.”5

Levin denied that Congress was interested only in procedural 
uniformity in the PKPA; rather, it had adopted a best-interests-of-
the-child standard that was closer to Michigan policy than it was 
to Iowa’s preference for the rights of natural parents. “This Court, 
by ignoring obvious issues concerning the welfare of the child 
and by focusing exclusively on the concerns of competing adults, 
as if this were a dispute about the vesting of contingent remainder, 
reduces the PKPA to a robot of legal formality with results that 
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ty Riley had lost her 1982 election bid for a 

seat on the Michigan Supreme Court. 
Shortly after her defeat, Governor Wil-
liam Milliken, who was leaving the gover-
nor’s office, appointed her to the Court to 
fill the vacancy created by Justice Blair 
Moody’s death. Many observers believed 
that Governor-elect James Blanchard 
should have made the appointment. He 
filed a quo warranto petition, asking the 
Supreme Court to nullify Milliken’s ap-

pointment. Riley sat on the Court for 69 days; she recused herself from the 
proceedings regarding her tenure. After an initial 3-3 tie, one justice 
switched and the Court ousted Riley by a 4-2 vote. Blanchard then ap-
pointed Patricia Boyle to the seat.

Official Court portrait of 
Dorothy Comstock Riley

Headline from July 3, 1993, edition of The Ann Arbor News.
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Congress did not intend.”6 He noted that New Jersey and West Vir-
ginia courts had held up their own adoption standards against 
those of other states.

Levin also called attention to the fact that the DeBoers had 
taken Jessica on the good-faith assumption that Cara Clausen had 
told the truth about her paternity. “The sympathetic portrayal of 
the Schmidts in the majority’s opinion ignores that it was Cara 
Schmidt’s fraud on the Iowa court and on Daniel Schmidt that is at 
the root of this controversy.” After the fraud had been exposed, 
the DeBoers “discovered that Schmidt had a dismal record as a fa-
ther,” which record was substantiated in the Washtenaw County 
Circuit Court. But the majority decision was driven by a “philo-
sophical preference for the rights of biological parents.”7

Finally, Levin condemned the majority for ordering the instant 
execution of its order, requiring the immediate return of Jessica to 
the Schmidts. He found it “extraordinary” that the Court denied 
the DeBoers the possibility of any stay, rehearing, or appeal of 
their decision. Levin suspected that the majority was in a rush be-
cause it feared that the state legislature might amend the Child 
Custody Act in reaction to its decision.8 The DeBoers did make a 
last-minute appeal to United States Supreme Court Justice John 
Paul Stevens, but he denied their application to stay the enforce-
ment. Stevens said that he was “convinced that there is neither a 
reasonable probability that the [full U.S. Supreme] Court will grant 
certiorari nor a fair prospect that, if it did so, it would conclude 
that the [Michigan Supreme Court] decision below is erroneous.9 
Indeed, four days later, the United States Supreme Court denied 
the DeBoer’s application to delay the enforcement order. Justices 
Blackmun and O’Connor dissented, however. “This is a case that 
touches the raw nerves of life’s relationships,” Justice Blackmun 
wrote. “While I am not sure where the ultimate legalities or equi-
ties lie, I am sure that I am not willing to wash my hands of the 
case at this stage, with the personal vulnerability of the child so 
much at risk.”10 This determination was in keeping with the United 

The case made national 
headlines. Here, Jessica 
appears on the cover of 
the July 19, 1993, issue 
of Time Magazine with 
the DeBoers.
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Jan DeBoer looking distraught as he sits by his tearful wife, Roberta, 
after the court ruling giving custody of Jessica, the 28-month-old girl 
they hoped to adopt, to her biological parents, Dan and Cara Schmidt.
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States Supreme Court’s preference, like that of most states, for the 
rights of natural over adoptive parents.11

The Michigan Supreme Court decision attracted a good deal of 
criticism. One legal scholar noted, “The failure of both the Iowa 
and Michigan courts to consider what would be in Jessica’s best 
interests was repugnant to both public policy and a long line of 
case law.” The emphasis on biological parental rights “comes dan-
gerously close to treating the child in some sense as the property 
of his parent,” said another.12 But the decision was in line with the 
law and policy of the United States. The Schmidts renamed Jessica 
Anna and, while they divorced in 1999 and Dan Schmidt again fell 
on hard times, no evidence of the predicted psychological trauma 
had surfaced in the child.13 The DeBoers also divorced in 1999, but 
remarried each other two years later.14
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 1. Background of the case can be found in Franks, The War for Baby Clausen, 

New Yorker, March 22, 1993, p 56.
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69 ABA J 580 (1983).
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 4. Id. at 674.
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 9. DeBoer v DeBoer, 509 US 1301; 114 S Ct 1; 125 L Ed 2d 755 (1993).
 10. DeBoer v DeBoer, 509 US 938; 114 S Ct 11; 125 L Ed 2d 763 (1993).
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proceedings, 23 Cap U L R 1106 (1994).
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1999, p 64; Baby Jessica Couple to Remarry, Detroit Free Press, February 4, 2001. 
The DeBoers tell their story in Losing Jessica (New York: Doubleday, 1994).
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People v Kevorkian
The Right to Die
447 Mich 436 (1994)

In 1994, the Michigan Supreme Court made a 
significant contribution to the late-twentieth- 
century debate over the “right to die” and the 

right to physician assistance in exercising it. That 
year, the Court upheld a Michigan statute that out-
lawed assisted suicide, denying that either Michigan 
or the United States guaranteed a right to end one’s 
life. The principal leader of the physician-assisted-
suicide movement, Jack Kevorkian, defeated in his 
effort to assert death as a constitutional right, was 
ultimately convicted of murder and imprisoned.

No other case in the Michigan Supreme Court’s 
history was so much the result of one man’s devo-
tion to a social cause. Jack Kevorkian was born in 
Pontiac, Michigan, in 1928. His parents were Arme-
nians who had escaped the Ottoman Turks’ attempt 
to annihilate that people during World War I. He at-
tended the University of Michigan Medical School, 
where he specialized in pathology—the study of corpses to deter-
mine the cause of death.

As a medical resident in 1956, he published a detailed study of 
the eyes of patients as they neared death, which earned him the 
nickname “Dr. Death” among his fellow residents.1 He became in-
terested in the use of condemned criminals for medical experi-
ments, having discovered that the ancient Greeks and thirteenth-
century Armenians had undertaken such operations. He hoped 
that the organs of condemned criminals could be harvested for 
transplanting. Some observers drew parallels between Kevorki-
an’s approach and that of the Nazi physicians of the Holocaust, but 
Kevorkian maintained that his efforts were to relieve suffering 
rather than to cause it. He contended that what he saw as this mis-
understanding, combined with old-fashioned sentimentality or re-
ligious scruples, would deprive humanity of the benefits of his 
experiments. Besides, he said, Holocaust victims “didn’t suffer as 
much” as his Armenian ancestors. University of Michigan officials 
were embarrassed by Kevorkian’s activities and persuaded him to 
quit his residency there in 1958.

He moved to Pontiac General Hospital, where he began exper-
imenting with transferring blood from cadavers to live patients. In 
1970, he became the chief pathologist at Saratoga General Hospi-
tal in Detroit. His extracurricular activities also indicated a fasci-
nation with death; in an adult-education art class, he produced 
“striking, gruesome surrealistic visions full of skulls and body 

parts and cannibalism and harsh religious parody,” and he used 
human blood in his paint mixtures.2

In the 1970s, he gave up his pathology career and invested all 
his savings in a motion picture based on Handel’s Messiah. He 
produced the film, but could find no distributor for it; this bank-
rupted him. He then embarked on a new career as a “death coun-
selor.” “His new crusade for assisted suicide would be an out-
growth of his lifelong campaign for medical experiments on the 
dying,” a biographer notes. He praised those Nazi doctors who 
tried to “get some good out of concentration camp deaths by con-
ducting medical experiments.” He envisioned a system of institu-
tions where people could go to obtain “death on demand,” and 
called these centers “obitoria.” With this agenda, he was unable to 
secure any medical position. In 1988, he went so far as to ask the 
Oakland County prosecutor if such institutions would be legal; he 
got no response. Kevorkian then assembled a machine by which 
a patient could inject himself with a series of anesthetic and lethal 
drugs, and called the device the “Thanatron” (death-machine). In 
June 1990, he made the Thanatron available to Janet Adkins, a 
54-year-old woman suffering from Alzheimer’s disease, who 
sought to end her life.3

Was Kevorkian’s act illegal? Michigan had no statute regarding 
assisting a suicide. Under common law generally, a person could be 
tried for aiding and abetting murder if he counseled someone to 
commit suicide,4 but the Michigan common-law precedents were 

Dr. Kevorkian poses with his “suicide machine” in February 1991.

Associated Press/Richard Sheinwald
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not clear. In 1920, the state Supreme Court upheld the conviction of 
Frank Roberts, who had helped his wife to commit suicide5 (People  
v Roberts, 211 Mich 187 (1920)). But the Court also denied review of 
a Court of Appeals decision in 1983 that held that incitement to 
 suicide was not murder (People v Campbell, 124 Mich App 333 
(1983), app den, 418 Mich 905 (1984)). Shortly after  Janet Adkins’ 
death, an Oakland Circuit Court judge issued an injunction order-
ing Kevorkian to stop assisting suicides. At the same time, the 
county prosecutor charged him with murder. Kevorkian retained 
the flamboyant and iconoclastic plaintiff’s attorney, Geoffrey Fieger, 
to defend him. The criminal charges were dismissed, with the judge 
ruling that assisting suicide was not a crime in Michigan. The fol-
lowing year, Kevorkian used the death-machine (which Fieger had 
persuaded him to rename the “mercitron”) in another suicide, and 
also provided a carbon monoxide mask for another patient. The 
state medical board then revoked his license.6

The controversy over assisted suicide was one element in the 
late twentieth-century “culture war” between one strand of thought 
claiming the mantle of progressivism and orthodoxy.7 Kevorkian 
and Fieger believed that they were advancing science and enlight-
enment, rationalism against the backward and benighted forces of 
religious obscurantism, bigotry, and superstition. Kevorkian claimed 
that his prosecution was “a perfect manifestation of the existence of 
the Inquisition in this state, no different from the medieval one.” He 
told a court that he regarded assisted suicide as “the first concrete 
step in a long-range plan that I have envisioned long ago…toward 
true enlightenment, in which we can develop a rational policy of 
planned death for the entire civilized world,” and complained that 
he was being thwarted by a “Dark Age mentality born of a taboo.” 
Fieger frequently denounced his opponents as religious fanatics, 
and claimed that Kevorkian’s prosecution was “a civil rights matter 
on the scale of the Scopes trial,” in which he faced judges who were 
attempting to “enforce morality.”8 Kevorkian’s opponents saw his 
campaign, like abortion and euthanasia, as a further step toward 
what Pope John Paul II called an atheistic “culture of death.”

The Oakland County prosecutor again failed to win a murder 
case against Kevorkian in 1992, and he began to assist more suicides 
and acquire a national reputation. Near the end of the year, the state 
legislature acted. It passed a Janus-faced law that established a Com-
mission on Death and Dying to study the issue of assisted suicide, 
and at the same time made assisted suicide a felony beginning at the 
end of March 1993, not until six months after the commission issued 
its report. In the weeks before the law took effect, Kevorkian as-
sisted in seven more suicides, as many as he had conducted in the 
previous two and a half years. The legislature then enacted an as-
sisted-suicide ban that would take effect immediately, on February 
25. Kevorkian nevertheless continued to assist suicides, but was ac-
quitted at every trial. Several circuit court judges held that assisted 
suicide was a constitutional right. In 1994, the Court of Appeals over-
turned the statute outlawing assisted suicide—not because there 
was a constitutional right to assisted suicide, but on the grounds that 
it violated the provision in the State Constitution (article IV, section 
24) that “no law shall embrace more than one object.” The statute at 
once established a commission to study assisted suicide, and, at the 

same time, held that  Kevorkian could be charged with common-law 
murder in these assisted suicide cases.

A majority of the Michigan Supreme Court upheld the legisla-
ture’s assisted-suicide act. It held that the act was not constitution-
ally defective for having more than one object, and denied that the 
Fourteenth Amendment included a constitutional right to die. But 
the Court updated the common-law definition of murder and held 
that assisting suicide was not the same as murder. At least four jus-
tices agreed to these basic holdings, though several entered sepa-
rate concurring and dissenting opinions.

None of the justices accepted the claim that the assisted-suicide 
statute violated the one-object provision of the Michigan Constitu-
tion. Outlawing assisted suicide while establishing a commission 
to study the issue “reflected permissible joining of statutory provi-
sions.” “There is virtually no statute that could not be subdivided 
and enacted as several bills,” the Court noted.9 More serious was 
the charge that the act limited a Fourteenth Amendment right to 
suicide, which several of the circuit courts had recognized. Kevor-
kian’s advocates emphasized that a constitutional right to die could 
be inferred from the United States Supreme Court’s abortion deci-
sions. Most recently, the Court had reaffirmed the right to abortion 
in the 1992 case, Planned Parenthood v Casey. In that decision, the 
Court claimed that, “At the heart of liberty is the right to define 
one’s own concept of existence, of the universe, and of the mystery 
of human life.”10 Read broadly, this definition of Fourteenth Amend-
ment liberty would trump nearly any governmental restriction on 
individual choice. In addition, Kevorkian claimed that the United 
States Supreme Court had ruled that patients or their representa-
tives could refuse or discontinue life-sustaining medical meas-
ures.11 But the Michigan Supreme Court majority rejected these ar-
guments. It maintained that there was a distinction between the 
right to refuse life-continuing treatment and the right to insist on 
life-ending treatment. Here it drew upon the law’s distinction be-
tween misfeasance and nonfeasance. It also held that there was no 
history or tradition supporting a right to die. Most states prohibited 
suicide by statute or common law, provided for involuntary com-
mitment for the suicidal, and permitted the use of non-deadly force 
to prevent suicide. “The right to commit suicide is neither implicit 
in the concept of ordered liberty nor deeply rooted in this nation’s 
history and tradition,” it concluded. “It would be an impermissibly 
radical departure from existing tradition, and from the principles 
that underlie that tradition, to declare that there is such a funda-
mental right protected by” the Fourteenth Amendment.12

At the same time, the Court held that Kevorkian’s actions in as-
sisting suicides could no longer be treated as murder under the 
1920 Roberts precedent. “Few jurisdictions, if any, have retained 
the early common-law view that assisting in a suicide is murder,” 

After serving eight years, Jack Kevorkian was released from the Lakeland 
Correctional Facility on June 1, 2007. On March 12, 2008, he an-
nounced his plans to run for congress in Michigan’s 9th Congressional 
District. He ran as an Independent against incumbent Joe Knollenberg 
and Gary Peters, a professor at Central Michigan University.
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they noted. Most states—now including Michigan—had enacted 
statutes that made assisted suicide a lesser crime. Since 1920, “in-
terpretation of causation in criminal cases has evolved in Michi-
gan to require a closer nexus between an act and a death.” They 
concluded, “Only where there is probable cause to believe that 
death was the direct and natural result of a defendant’s act can the 
defendant be properly bound over on a charge of murder.”13 On 
this point Justice Boyle dissented, believing that the majority had 
excessively weakened the moral culpability in assisted suicide. 
The Court’s alteration of the common law of murder “effectively 
converts every criminal homicide accomplished by participation 
into assisted suicide.” She claimed that the majority “sends the 
message that it assess the quality of particular life and judges as a 
matter of law that it is less culpable to destroy some lives than oth-
ers.”14 On the other side, Justices Levin and Mallett believed that 
there was a Fourteenth Amendment liberty interest in suicide, at 
least for a “competent, terminally ill person facing imminent, ago-

nizing death.”15 Levin and Mallett opined 
that Michigan could not legally prohibit as-
sisted suicide for such individuals.

In the following years, the legal debate over assisted suicide 
continued. Some federal courts struck down state laws against as-
sisted suicide on constitutional grounds; others upheld them. The 
United States Supreme Court finally declared in 1997 that there was 
no constitutional right to die and affirmed that states could outlaw 
assisting suicide. Kevorkian continued to assist in suicides, partici-
pating in a hundred of them by 1998. In 1995, Kevorkian opened a 
“suicide clinic” in Springfield, Michigan. He was prosecuted for 
several assisted suicides, but acquitted in three trials in 1996. The 
following year, prosecutors dropped a case after a mistrial. Michi-
gan juries continued to acquit him, until finally, in 1998, when he 
videotaped himself administering a lethal injection to Thomas 
Youk. The tape was broadcast on the television news program 60 
Minutes. With this evidence, Kevorkian, who had fired Fieger and 
now conducted his own defense, was convicted of murder and 
sentenced to prison for 10 to 25 years. Though Michigan voters had 
rejected a referendum to permit assisted suicide by a 70-30 percent 
margin a few months before Kevorkian’s trial,16 the conviction was 
perhaps more of a reaction to Kevorkian’s defiance of the law than 
a judgment about assisted suicide. “This trial was not about the po-
litical or moral correctness of euthanasia,” the judge told Kevorkian 
at sentencing. “It was about you, sir. It was about lawlessness. It 
was about disrespect for a society that exists because of the strength 
of the legal system. No one, sir, is above the law.”17

In 1998, Oregon enacted the Death with Dignity Act, allowing 
patients to have physicians prescribe lethal medication, and nearly 
300 people have died under the terms of the act. However, no other 
state followed suit. After serving eight years in prison, Kevorkian 
was paroled in 2007, promising to assist in no more suicides.18
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Time cover May 31, 1993, “Doctor Death” Dr. Jack Kevorkian.
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Dr. Jack Kevorkian, shown here in a 2005 mug shot, 
was released from prison on June 1, 2007.
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